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Delays could 
scrap plans 
to re locate  
highways yard 
Cancellation of a public re- 
zoning hearing by the .Regional 
District .of Kitimat-Stikine last 
month came close to placing 
North Coast Road Maintenance 
plans for mov ing  their 
maintenance yard from Park 
Ave. to Hwy. 16 East in jeop- 
ardy. 
by Tod Strachan 
* Regional district planner Tosh 
" ' Yamashita says the meeting was 
:i:;~;~.,:..::~ '.::~-ceBed. due to.  a:,localmedia 
• • :pubiishing error and a new date • 
,,~dll be set. The public hearing 
.will probably take place in Feb- 
ruary, he says. North Coast 
- Road Maintenance manager 
..... Mike Zylicz, however, sees the 
error as just one more 
.:. frustrating delay. Any more 
• delays, he says, and the project 
could be scrapped. 
Zylicz says the idea was first 
proposed 10 months ago and at 
that time it was hoped that Work 
.leading up to the move •could 
begin last fall. North Coast is 
now looking at a start itime o f  
this spring :at the earliest; more 
• delays and it could be nextsum- 
~er .  This is creating a biisiness 
development nightmare for the 
company, presently in the sec- 
ond year of a three-year contract 
to maintain roads and bridges in 
the Terrace highways district. 
Zylicz explains that a pre- 
fabricated shop can't be ordered 
i~ until, they re~iye approval, and 
once it's ordered they still have a 
* three-m0nth wait f6r deli~,ery. 
- This means theycould miss the 
1990 construction. If that hap- 
pens, he says, the project is 
dead, The North Coast high- 
ways maintenance contract is up 
for renewalNov, 30, 1991, and 
Zylicz says it would be poor 
business to begin the project that 
close to the end of their current 
contract. 
The  announcement of North 
Coast's proposal ast spring was 
welcomed by residents in the 
ai'ea of the present highways 
maintenance yard. Located on ' 
Park Ave., the site was well 
away from any residential areas !~ 
when it was built about 45 years 
ago, but progress has en- 
croached on the site. Private 
homes and apartment blocks 
now surround the area and the 
sound of diesel engines warming 
up at 4 or 5 a.m. is common- 
place, particularly in the winter, 
The proposed new site, mid-way 
between Copper Mountain and 
Coppcrside states; is.near to the " 
high~vay: and * far from any 
residential development. 
The original proposal was 
heard at a public hearing on July 
13 and the few people attending 
offered little in the way of op- 
pos i t ion.  Fo l lowing this 
meeting, North Coast purchased 
a small piece of residential prop- 
erty located northeast of their i~:~.i" 
from Florence Kirby. Zylicz said [:~,-~.~:~il 
this would enhance the project I~ 
by offering a large, fiat bench I area that would become the site of the new Shop. 
Access to the  property, 
though, ~was becoming a prob- 
lem. Zylic says they have legal 
access that connects with roads 
in the Copper Mountain sub- 
division but access through a 
residential area was undesirable. 
Instead, they applied for a high- 
way right-of-way through 
Crown Land about 800 yards 
westof their property. This was 
done last May, he says. The 
Ministry of CrownE~mds said 
there was:nothing they couldd0 : 
though, The land in .question, 
they said, fell under the juris- 
diction of the Ministry of 
Forests. 
North Coast then applied to 
the Ministry of Forests but were 
told they must apply through 
Crown Lands. Finally, on Oct. 
26, another query was sent to 
Crown Lands and North Coast 
was told that an •application 
would be accepted but any deci- 
sion would have to wait for an 
cont inued on  page  2 
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Welcome to the 90's, Kierra 
The first baby of the decade born in Mills 
Memorial Hospital.was 3,200 gram (7 pound, 4 
ounce) Kierra Nielle Obzera seen above with 
her mother, Jean. Kierra arrived at 7:30 a.m. 
Jan. 1. 1990, and the happy event was wel- 
comed by her father, Tim, and to a slightly 
lesser degree her sister, 17-month-old Natasha. 
According to Morn, Natasha is still a little con- 
fused. Another local resident who welcomed 
the event was Jean's brother, Terrace fire- 
fighter Fred Euverman. It seems Fred placed a 
close second in his own bid for New Year's 
Baby status 30 years ago and Kierra's arrival on 
his birthday was one gift he may never have 
thought to ask for. 
Not to be outdone, parents of the second 
New Year's arrival in Terrace, Kim Kosmenko 
and Craig Ford, can claim fame to the first set 
of twin boys to arrive in the 1990's. Their birth 
was three weeks early and the happy parents are 
a little overwhelmed; they're still trying to come 
up with matching names. Baby "A" was born 
at home at 9:55 a.m. Jan. I and Baby "B" was 
born at the ,hospital at. 10:48 a.m. Also 
applauding the arrival of the twins are their 
brothers, eight-year-old Alex and two-year-old 
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up to standard, officialsays 
Each business has at least two 
useable xits, emergency lighting 
and fire extinguishers. :': 
Halvorsen says it's possible 
thatilmore could be done but it 
may!'b~ unreasonable to expect 
any ~f¢~ If it Wa[ 'felt that one 
parti~ikr business provided a 
specific hazard, the Fire Depart- 
men~6~i~l insist on a sprinkler 
syste~n, for example. This is un-  
likely.tehappen, though. All but 
thredof the buildings in the area 
are not • public buildings as de- 
fined by the Fire Services Act of 
B.C. and are more under the 
jurisdiction of the building in- 
spector than the fire depart- 
ment. 
A public building is defined as 
one where people tend to con- 
gregate such as restaurants, bars 
or hotels. Buildings with sleep- 
ing quarters attached are not 
considered public buildings 
under the act unless there are 10 
or more people sleeping in the 
building. The three that are 
classified as public buildings in 
the area are the Inn of the West, 
the Quarter Deck restaurant and 
Danny's PoolHal l ,  All three 
meet~current standards, 
Because of this definition, 
most build!rigs'on the block may 
be outsid6~of t ie:jhrisdlction of
the local h re"  department 
without "specific Justification". 
And as Halvorsen explains, it 
may be difficult to justify a 
sprinkler system to a small 
business when it might cost be- 
tween $10,000 and $20,000 to in- 
stall. There is also the fact that 
in the last 15 years there have 
been only five fires in thearea, 
one in the 4600 block, and all 
five were Contained. There have 
been no major fires in the area in 
the past 10 years. 
In the mid-1970's, the Slyer 
Tip Cafe on Kalum St. was 
levelled. A short time later, the 
small general store across the 
street was put out of business by 
a fire which gutted the building. 
This building was renovated and 
became Winterland Books, but 
was destroyed by fire a few years 
later. At about he same time the 
Elks Hall in the 4500 block 
Lakelse was destroyed by fire 
and The Hub book store was put 
out of business wh$n the interior 
In  the past two months, there 
have been two serious fires in 
downtown Prince Rupert. The 
Savoy Hotel was levelled first, 
and last week two downtown 
businesses were destroyed. How 
these t~vo fires started is not yet 
"known but they do have one 
thing in common: both fires oc- 
curred.:~.in older or "heritage" 
~b~ilding~ that were built early 
"~Z.~:. ", ?-,'-' .~:i~. 
~'~!: :/~!:,=/, 'by iT0d Strachan 
i :iMost buildings in Terrace's .~ ,I.. • ,;,. .-~ -
~600 block Lakelse Ave. were 
5uiltilbetween the early 1920's 
and World War II. Because of 
the recent fires in Prince Rupert 
the question now is, even with 
their attractive new front,• are 
these buildings safe? When 
many of them were built, 
federal, not provincial regula- 
tions were in effect and many 
builders in the province failed to 
follow the code. 
The question was put to Lt. 
Per Halvorsen of the Terrace 
Fire Department, and while he 
says the 4600 block is "safe" it 
may depend on how you inter- 
pret the question. Halvorsen is 
speaking of Public safety as it 
relates to the potential for injury 
or loss of life due to a fire. As 
. , .  . .  - .  
far as the safetY.9f the buildings 
are • con>cerne.d, however, 
Halvorsen says :,there is a con- 
cern due to their age. That con- 
cern,- however, isn't serious 
enough to keep firefighters 
awake at night. 
There are a number of reasons 
for this. First, like many other 
areas in't~Own the Fire Depart- 
ment has a "fire plan" for the 
4600 block and in most cases, 
with early notification, a fire 
could be contained. Also, he 
says, the chance of a fire starting 
in a 4600 block building is re- 
duced due to the fact that 
tenants and building owners in 
the block are aware of the ages 
of the buildings they occupy and 
are appropriately cautious. 
Hazards of electrical fire have 
been eliminated in most, if not 
all, cases because old wiring has 
been replaced through numerous 
renovations. And finally, every 
~bnant or owner on the block is 
providing an acceptable degree of their 4600 block store was 
of public safety, says Halvorsen. gutted. :~ ' ! 
Fire destroys mobile 
home .in Thornhill 
• More than the 4600 block, 
says Halvorsen, the area of 
prime concern for the Terrace 
Fire Department has been local 
hotels and apartment buildings. 
But he says they have been 
working on the problem of hav- 
ing these buildings brought up to  
code for a number of years and 
the job is nearly complete. Out 
of seven hotels in Terrace al[:~Ut 
one are now up to code arid'of 
• 18 apartment buildings, one re- 
mains to be upgraded. • ::~;~;~; 
Thornhill firefighters were called out twice in the latter part 
of December, according to Thomhill Fire Chief ~rt Hoving. 
The first fire was relatively minor but the second destroyeda 
mobile home and an antique car. 
On Dec. 22 a fire started in a mobile home located at the in- 
tersection of Fox and Penner, apparently due to a faulty elec- 
tric hot water heater. Hoving said the fire was brought under 
control quickly and described damage to the home as 
"repairable". The tenant, Reg Fortin, was uninjured. 
A fire on Dec. 29 was •much more serious, however. Ac- 
cording to Hoving, a kerosene space heater apparently ex- 
ploded when the owner of a Kofoed St. mobile home, Serge 
Pare, turned it off. Hoving says that flames resulting from 
the explosion blocked the front entrance and Pare escaped 
through a rear door. • The resulting flames destroyed the 
mobile home and an attached garage containihg a 1947 
Chevrolet sedan. Hoving says the property was a total loss 
and Was uninsured, There were no reported injuries. 
College seeks ideas 
for Env=ronment Week 
Northwest Community College is looking for input from 
Terrace and area residents in order to host an Environment 
Awareness Week in the spring. Anyone with ideas, sug- 
gestions, identification of needs or suggested guest speakers is 
asked to call the Northwest Community College switchboard, 
who will record your name, phone number and suggestion. 
Facilitator FRida Dams will be .compiling the information 
before the end of January. The college hope~ the interest and 
input Will be sufficient to then commence planning for En- 
vironmen| Awareness Week. 
Maintenance yard move 
Order-in-Council to transfer the 
title from Forestry to ,Crown 
Lands. This process has .now 
taken place. According to Ian 
Smythe o f  the  Ministry O f 
Crown Lands in Smithers, a re- 
ferral on the application was 
sent to the regional district this 
week: If there are no objections 
from that quarter, approval will 
probably be given. This. could 
mean access Would ,be granted 
sometime in February. 
That won't solve the probleifi 
of getting the project underway, 
however. The public hearing 
cancelled last month was tO 
rezone the residential lotpui-  
chased from Kirby last July 
from Low Density Rural to Re- 
stricted Industrialj.Without this 
approval, North" :'Coast can't 
. begin thinking about building a 
maintenance shop. 
A third problem has been 
solved by North Coast by .for: 
getting it. According to Zylicz~ 
they require parking for about 
40 highways vehicles. He ex, 
plains that the property that was 
originally rezoned for the main- 
tenance site is uneven and 
primarily designated as gravel 
pit. Zylicz believed he found a 
solution when it was discovered 
the Copper City subdivision was 
no longer registered as a sub- 
division but was instead crown 
land. According to Zylicz, Cop- 
per City was registered as a sub- 
division in 1908 for sale to over- 
seas buyers. The project was "a 
bust", however, and over the 
years the land revertedback to
the crown: In the process, 
though, it was never removed 
from government survey maps 
and it wasn't until recently that 
local surveyor Don Highe dis- 
covered the age old Order-In- 
:Council changing the status of 
• the land• 
North Coast filed an applica- 
tion for a short-term crown lease 
in order to build their parking 
lot, and a referral on this ap- 
plication was sent o the regional 
district on Nov. 28 last year. But 
on seeing yet another crown land 
referral involving North Coast 
Road Maintenance, the regional 
district board of directors tabled 
any further discussion until after 
:~the December public hearing, 
~i;he one that is.waiting to I=~re-~ 
scheduled. Zylicz's schedule 
from the point o f  that public 
hear|n.g,,called,,for t]~ree months 
of de~opme~t worl~ before thee 
maintenance shop could bd '
ordered, This, according to 
Zylicz, would have them work- 
ing out of the new site in Sep- 
tember. 
This schedule isnow up in the 
air, though. The regional board 
will likely table the North Coast 
application again at their Jan. 20 
meeting pending a public hear- 
ing that they will schedule at the 
same time. According to 
Yamashita, this would mean a 
public hearing early in February, 
if all goes well, and a recommen- 
dation from the panel could be 
reviewed by the board at their 
Feb. 17 meeting. If this goes as 
planned, Zylicz says, they may 
still be able to begin but they 
wouldn't be able to move to the 
cont inued from page 1 
.i 
new site unt i l  .• p robab ly  
November - -  only one yeai" 
from the expirationof their• con- 
tract and, possibly,"already into 
the beginning of next winter's 
snow removal program. 
Because of the delays the lat~ 
timing of the move is un- 
attractive but workable, say~ 
Zylicz, but any further delays 
and it could become impossible. 
For that reason they are scrap, 
ping their plans for the parking 
lot and trying to figure out how 
to level out a portion of theii" 
new gravel pit to build a parking 
lot. It.. may not be the best situa, 
tion, say~Zylicz, but because of 
the anticipated elay another 
=land~referraL~ould cause, they 
feel it's better than scrapping 
their plan entirely. 
~Anothe.r eason for forging 
~afead" as~ :quickly/as possible, 
Zylicz says, is financial in 
nature. "Every month they re- 
main at the Park Ave, yard they 
pay BCBC (the British Colum- 
bia Buildings Corporation) 
another month's rent at a rate 
similar to any other commercial 
ProPerty in the area that consists 
of 2½ acres of property, a9,000 
square foot shop and numerous 
support buildings. On top of 
this, there are costs they have 
already incurred at the proposed 
site. Zylicz says the company has 
already made a substantial in- 
vestment in initial construction. 
Moving as quickly as possible, 
therefore, would obviously 
make North Coast's contract 
with the Ministry of Highways 
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• exerc i se  :i n works '  
• t , 
Terrace ci!Y council has of-. ~ the need. to fam.~!!ariz¢.. 
fered its moral and, finaficial. ., . themselves, with their role in 
support ~ tO ,a.  large,scale .. the •event a major disaster 
-' emergency exercise P.rop0.sed "should.occur in .or, near Ter- 
by.'a'rea Provincial Emergen- race," he says. Tank's plan 
cy. Program coordinator Ray contains contingency, plans 
Tank. ~ ' . .forair...crashes, avalanches, 
Tank has been -preparing dangerous: goods spillsi ear-. 
an emergency plan for the  thquakes, evacuation, ex-  
• area for some time and...h.¢ treme weather, floods,•forest 
• says,that a series of exercises fires, human epidemics, in- 
will be held over the next two dustrial emergenies, lost per- 
years to test the plan'seffec" ~qns; mud slides, : power 
tiveness. This . series '. of ; outages, train- derailments 
smaller exercises would .then. '~ and urban fires. 
end with ~a large-scale ex, et- . There's one final twist to. 
cise .involving the evacuation Tank's plan that could.have 
i of the downtown core and. more to do with tourism and 
the surrounding area. Tank ec0nomicdevelopment than 
says a l l  departments .and evacuation. Tank suggests 
• agenc!es identified in the ci- 
• ty's emergency plan will be 
involved and theplan would 
test communications and 
organizational facilities as 
well. 
But he adds that there is 
more to emergency prepared- 
ness thbn simply testing the 
'emergency response team; 
the general public must be 
familiar with the plan as 
well. 
',It is hoped that the entire 
community will participate 
and  at the same time realize 
that if the city asks Victoria 
for assistance and evaluators 
to help with the exercise, it 
could become a "prototype" 
for other B.C. communities 
of a similar size. 
"The ongoing publicity of 
this proposal will give the 
City of Terrace a positive im- 
age to all other communities, 
regardless of size, by show- 
ing our willingness to prepare 
our resources and citizens to 
respond positively to an 
emergency of large propor- 
tions," says Tank. 
/ 
Community Services 
gets first contract 
• Some employees of Terrace 
and District Community Ser- 
vices received an earlyChristmas 
present. It came in the form of 
their first-ever union agreement. 
The agreement covers all 
employees except drug and 
alcohol counsellors, who have 
been members of the B.C. Gov- 
ernment Employees' Union for a 
number of years. BCGEU 
spokesman Wiho Papenbrock 
says he's happy with the con- 
tract, which he describes as con- 
taining some good contract 
language covering the hours Of 
work, seniority, holidays, leaves 
of absence and the grievance 
procedure. 
• According to Papenbrock, the 
three-year contract is effecti~ 
April 1, 1989, and gives Com- 
munity Service employees an 
eight percent increase in the first 
year, seven percent in the second 
and six percent in the third year. 
The starting wage prior to the 
contract was $7.28 per hour. 
Also included in the contract, 
says Papenbrock, is a 100 per- 
cent employer-paid health plan 
which covers medical care, den- 
tal, sick benefits and short and 
long term disability. Comm,nity 
Services administrator Detlef 
Beck describes the contract asan 
"upward movement in wages" 
but "not a drastic change". It 
a!so brings together wages in 
adult and children's ervices, he 
i,says. 
questioned 
Some Terrace city council 
members and city administra- 
tion will soon be meeting with 
Bert Orleans to  discuss access 
of f  Highway 37 to his Mount 
Layton Hot Springs resort. It's 
felt there may be a safety prob- 
lem at the resort, and even 
though Kitimat council wrote 
the Ministry of Highways asking 
that something be done, Terrace 
'alderman Bob Cooper has since 
found out that it's Orleans' 
problem, not the Ministry's. 
According to Cooper, the ac- 
cess point already granted was 
considered safe by Highways 
and they can't insist that Orleans 
xnake any changes, and won't 
~nake, eny',themse~vesv ,unless. it
becomes a proven hazard. 
through injury or death. "It's 
the developer's perogative,'! ex- 
plains Cooper. "He's the one 
who loots the whole bill. 
Highways will give him the 
design but he has to pay for the 
construction." 
Cooper says that suggested 
changes might include extra tur- 
ning lanes, warning lights, or 
both. All council can do, says 
Cooper however, is offer 
Orleans ome moral support. He 
has suggested that they meet 
with Orleans and offer 
assistance in approaching 
Highways for design and costing 
studies. "That's basically as far 
as we can go," he says. 
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• Local resident Stella Rsdford.(right) picked up the hamper of toys she won in. the' Ksan 
House Society's• Christmas raffle last week, presented by  the society's executive director 
Shelley Lachance. Items for the hamper were donated by the Kermode Friendship Centre, 
Northern Native. Broadcasting and a number of local merchants. The soclety used the $600 
from the raffle to support the Sexual AssaultCentre, Osborne Home and the Terrace Transi- 
tion House. 
Skyline gets more out of ore 
Skyline Gold Corp. announc- per year as a result of lin- 
ed recently that equipment provements ingrinding capacity, 
upgrades at its Johnny Moun- 
tain gold mine in the Iskut River 
valley 'have Increased both the 
milling •capacity and extraction 
performance of the operation. 
The mine will be able to get an 
additional .8,000 ounces of gold 
taking its ore processing rate 
from 320 tons to 350 tons per 
day and increasing extraction ef- 
ficiency from 85 percent o 91 
percent. 
Silver production is expected 
to go up to 88,800 ounces per 
year and copper to 1,816,000 
pounds per year with the new 
capacity. The company's chair- 
man and chief executive officer 
Ron Shon noted that earnings 
should improve because 45 per- 
cent of the increase will be ob- 
tained with no increase in 
operating costs. 
| . . 
The Board of Trustees of School District 88 
and 
The Terrace District TeaChers' Association 
are pleased to jointly sPonsor a public forum and 
day of discussion on the Ministry of Education's 
'YEAR 2000' proposal for curriculum revision. 
PUBLIC FORUM 
Sunday, January 14, 1990 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
7:30 P.M. 
Ministry of Education personnel 
and others will review the proposed 
changes and hear responses, both pos i t i ve  
and negative, from rfiembers of the public. ~., 
These will be conveyedto the Ministry. ~.:: 
DAY OF DISCUSSION 
Monday, January 15, 1990 
Beginning at R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
at 9:00 A.M. 
Schools will be closed to allow 
teachers, trustees, and district 
personnel to meet to discuss the 
proposed curriculum changes. 
Parents and public participation 
is welcomed. 
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As the new year lurches out of the blocks, we've noted ,  
some disturbing long term trends on the part o f  our  
government, particularly the federal version, and one of 
our hopes for the coming year is that these trends might 
be arrested, reversed, or at the very least .explained in 
some comprehensible manner.  , 
We note the following: 
$ During a session o f  the seemingly endless land claims 
negotiations between the federal gov_ernment and the 
Nisga'a last month, the fact came 0ut : that  while the 
reds, the Nisga'a and commercial  fishermen wrangle 
over who gets what quota of  salmon the Alaskans are 
out there in the offshore grounds harvesting a hefty 60 
percent of the returning Nass River fish before they ever 
reach the mouth of the river. The Nass stocks were - -  by 
a negotiating oversight, Fisheries says - -  left out of the 
Pacific Salmon Treaty. 
OTwo Canadian fishing vessels last year were arrested 
in waters that were within Canadian territory according 
to their maps, but were not according to the American 
Coast Guard maps. The expense in terms of legal costs 
and lost catch for two fishermen is enormous, but the 
federal government is mute on their case to date. 
$ Supertanker traffic from Alaska to the U.S. west 
coast continues to present a clear danger to the B.C. 
coastline; there has been no progress to date on an agree- 
ment to establish liabilities in the event of  a spill or to 
minimize the danger. 
$ The Bank of  Canada interest rate policy, supposedly 
in place to control inflation, is holding the Canadian 
dollar at a high value relative to the U.S. currency. The 
effect on export industries, whose products cost more 
and are less competitive in the U.S.,  is ~ to  understate it 
- -  not healthy. 
• Despite drastic changes in the Ministry of Forests 
operations in B.C. to increase royalties levied on the sale 
of crown timber, the government is still collecting a 15 
percent export tax on all lumber sold to U.S. markets. 
In reviewing these matters (and we could list more), 
one could come away with the distinct impression that 
the Canadian government is being subjected to some 
sort of  invisible political pressure to prop up American 
economic interests through the instrument of  Canadian 
government policy. 
Fishing, sawmilling and exporting put a lot of roofs 
over a lot of  heads in this community. In some senses we 
have the right to wonder what •useful purpose is served 
by having a federal government. 
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The view from 
Victoria - -  
by.John Plfor 
VICTORIA --  That was quite 
a year, that was; wasn't it? 
When it comes to politics in 
British Columbia, looking back 
on any year is a fascinating ex- 
ercise, but for 1989, it is even • 
more so. 
In a year which began with 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm 
repeatedly ducking questions 
about whether or not he would 
lead the Social Credit Party in- 
to another general election, it is 
not surprising for it to end the 
same way. 
Socreds, New Democrats, 
British Columbians and quite a 
few Canadians are nervously 
awaiting Vander Zalm's ad- 
dress to the people, now slated 
for Wednesday, Jan. 17. 
Some of his own caucus, 
Cabinet and party members 
have been praying fervently 
that he will "do the right 
thing" on that date, and an- 
nounce the process of his 
resignation and replacement, 
And there are others trying 
to urge him to stay. They 
maintain that Vander Zalm is a 
victim of a vicious media, 
rather than of his own short- 
comings as a leader. 
As is so often the case in 
B.C.'s polarized politics, the 
infighting within the Socreds' 
senior anks (rightly or wrong- 
• ly) captured the interest and the 
headlines more often than the 
government:s operation and 
programs and their success or  
failure. 
It got so bad, that at times 
the MLA's appeared to be .... 
stabbing one another,' and :their 
• prem!er, in the. chest, rather ! 
than m the backl :< 
Here are:w.hat ] rateaS the , ,' 
sigmflcant highlights (grlo~/-: ' 
) (  
lights, depending upon your 1991 election, anyone but 
point of view) in 1989 in B.C. BVZ). 
politics, in order of importance • The new Cabinet sworn in 
: or future impact: on Nov. L~ncluded at least 
" . :  . 
• The defection of four four Socred ML,,~'s who had 
Scored MLA's from the caucus been openly concerned, even 
on October 4, two weeks after critical, about Vander Zalm. It 
the party's fifth straight by- is a strong Cabinet, leaving on- 
election defeat in less than 18 ly one or two first-rate politi- 
months was the most dramatic clans on the outside looking in 
and telling political event of the -- and it could easily become a
year. And yes, the leadership strong team around a new 
of Vander Zalm was their main leader. Methinks that is part of 
reason for resigning the whip. an overall strategy, and that 
After two years of behind-the- the premier alone did not set 
scenes disenchantment, some of up this Cabinet. He had help 
the persistent and bitter angst from chief advisor Jerry 
was finally out in the open. Lampert and the inner Cabinet 
) The four by-election defeats members of the planning and 
for the Socreds in 1989 (they priorities committee. 
lost two in 1988) began with • The New Democrats under 
Vancouver/Point Grey and Mike Harcourt continued in 
Nanaimo in March, worsened •1989 to add to their gains made 
considerably with a shellacking in 1988 during the most tumul- 
in the allegedly "safe" Cariboo tuous trials and tribulations of 
seat in September, and eli- Vander Zalm. With the public 
maxed in mid-December with spotlight on the enigmatic and 
the loss of Oak Bay/Gordon unpredictable man from Fan- 
Head. tasy, Gardens, Harcourt has 
That conservative •Victoria- worked quietly and steadily at 
area bastion elected NDPer presenting a moderate, 
Elizabeth Cull by a few hun- politically centrist image. The 
dred votes over the Socreds' NDP .have produced iscussion 
best candidate in a by-election • papers and proposed legislation 
in decades -- Oak Bay Mayor which are credible,and ot 
Susan Brlee. But not even she frightening, on all of the major 
could reverse the anti-Zalm issues in B.C. 
determination held by a great They have even partially ad- 
majority of British Colum- dressed the number-one issue 
bians. ' - -  reaching a compromise be- 
(And it is that unelectability tween environmental concerns 
of Vander Zalm which leads and job-preserving develop- 
me to believe he will quit, ment, especially in the forests. 
period. The man has become The NDP would prefer to see 
too much of a liability to his Vander Zalm stay, as it would 
own party, and hefinally has make an election victory all but 
accepted nt. The "powers that : a cegtamty. : 
be" in B.C. want Bud Smith or e The balanced,Budget and 
iike that to contest the April . . . . . . . .  
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What events or changes 
• do you see for this area 
• in  the  1990 's?  
Phli l ip McKay 
I think the land claims 
will be settled in the 90's 
and forestry practices wi l l  
be changed. 
I a 
Bil ly Hovland 
Growth,  whether  we 
like it or not - -  we have so 
many good things here. 
Lester Mil ler 
Hopefu l ly  we ' l l  get 
Highway 37 paved to the 
Yukon border. It wil l  cer, 
ta in ly  benefit tour i sm if 
that occurs. • 
Wilhelmlna Dyck 
The economy looks 
. good for the 90 's - - there  
are lots of new buildings 
going up. 
Pifer - -  
continued f rom page 4 
Amold Ferretti 
An upswing  in 
economy. 
the 
• Dena Ferretti 
• .Beautif ication of .Ter, 
race. . , 
~f 
I 
FUEL TAXES RISE 
q 
Changes in provincial tax rateson petr01eum fuels, effective 
Jahuary I, 1990 have been announced by. the Ministry of Finance. 
• duced new businesses, many 
,.. new jobs, and has attracted 
thousands of people to move to 
the •province from elsewhere in 
Canada and from abroad. 
While that in itself has brought 
attendant problems --  in hous- 
ing, welfare rolls, public " ~' 
transportation, etc. - -  never- 
theless the year ended on an. 
upbcatoptimistic note which 
should favor the ruling party... 
should, but.... . . . . . .  
generally 0uoyant economy in The changes, which result from.hidexing, of provinciai.tax rates 
B.C. throughout 1989 has pro. for petroleum products, are summarized below. The indexing for- 
mulas were introduced in the Ma~ch 198 i provinciai budget and are 
based on the gasoline component of the Vancouver Consumer Price 
Index. . . . . . .  ', -',. ". '. ', : : - ' 
Handicapped people, who qualify, wil'l cdntinue to/'eceive a re- 
fund of the full amoung of :tax paid on gasoline and diesel fuel. 
The n~xt quarterly review •of provincial fuel..tax rates will take ef- 
fect April 1, 1990; , , . ,  ,. ~ 
• Summa,ff of Tax Chants , ,  
. . . .  New Old 
Procluct Tax Rate Tax Rate Change 
Unleaded Gasoline (Cl~r) =: 9.04¢/L 9.01¢/I~ + 0,03¢/.L 
Leaded Gasoline (Cleat) ~ '  ILO4C/LI IL~0i¢/L +0.03¢/L 
Let ter  to the  Ed i to r  , 
An appaliing action 
To the Editor; 
For many years I have suf- 
fered from back problems ince 
being injured in a jude tourna, 
ment when I was in my early 
20's. 
For years 1 sawnumerous 
doctors who diagnosed Vaffous ~ 
ailments causing 'my back prob- 
lems, and for years I received 
cortisone shots in my lower hack 
to relieve the pain. 
• I discussed my back problems 
with Dr. McGraw in Vancouver 
when he was looking after a 
hand injury I received while liv- 
ing in Prince Rupert. 
Dr. McGraw suggested that I 
see a doctor who worked out of 
the Kitimat Hospital, as he was 
probably one of the best doctors 
available in Western North 
America todea l  with spinal 
problems. The doctor he re- 
ferred to was Dr. David Kuntz. 
Dr. McGraw mentioned to me 
that Dr. Kuntz could very well 
be practicing in any major center 
but had chosen the Northern 
remote lifestyle. 
• . . • 
I too have chosen the North- 
ern remote lifestyle and do not 
want any part'of bigcity life i 
respect • Dr. Kuntz's Choice of 
lifestyles. 
In August of 1977 while living 
in Prince Rupert, I was suffering 
from severe back pains. I saw a 
doctor in Prince Rupert who in 
the presence of a second doctor 
gave me a shot of cortisone on 
either side of my spine in my 
lower back. 
• B0th d0ctors and myself were 
shocked when I collapsed in a 
heap on the floor. 
I was taken from the doctor's 
office to the Prince Rupert 
Hospital, where the two doctors 
awaited the arrival of Dr. Kuntz, 
who was enroute from Kitiraat 
in •his own helicopter. 
I was X-rayed and transferred 
to the Kitimat Hospital by am- 
bulanc~. 
I was again X,rayed, • had a 
milogmm, and three days later 
was operated on by Dr. Kuntz, 
I'm not familiar with the 
medical terminology for the 
operation, but believe a spinal 
fusion was performed. 
I was in the Kitimat Hospital 
from Aug. 29 to Sept. 10, 1977 
under Dr. Kuntz's care. 
I found Dr. Kuntz. short and 
to the point when discussing my 
situation with me. 
On Sept. 10, 1977 1 was taken 
home to Prince Rupert by am- 
bulance. 
I returned to work as District 
Manager for B,C. Hydro within 
a month of returning home. 
Dr. Kuntz monitored my 
situation and reminded me to ex- 
ercise regularly, walk a lot and 
make my stomach muscles do 
more work than my back  
muscles. 
I have had a few minor back 
problems • since 1977, ma in ly  
when.I do not exercise regularly. 
I fully believe without Dr. 
Kuntz's assistance I would have 
continued with visiting various 
doctors and would have con- 
tinued to receive cortisone injec- 
tions. 
As a result, my condition to- 
day would be questionable. 
I fully support Dr. Kuntz's re- 
instatement and find it appalling 
that the Medicad Society has 
taken this type of action. 
H.L. Jensen, 
Masset, B.C., 
WIIWSYOUR 
HURR B ? 
StlND0WllmJll~U 
• o . . ,o~,o=~ EICBC 
Northwest arts and 
,, entertainment calendar 
• Prince Rupert Performing Arts Theatre - -  • 
. Jan. 5 ,at 8 p.m., "Repercussion", African toRagtime, 
,,. Classical to.Jazz.. • 
Kitimat Mount Elizabeth Theatre - -  
' Jan. 6 at 8p.m., "Repercussion". 
Northern Motor gun - -  
In George's Pub, Monday to Saturday, "Doubk, time" with 
'. Jim and Jean. ' 
Terrace Hotel - -  
• In. Gigi's Pub, "Greywolf". 
• In Augie's Lounge, live entertainment. . , 
: ,  . .  , . .  • , , 
Inn" of  the West . . . . . .  . . . .  
' In the east and west:banquet rooms, "Hugh Fraser Quintet" 
Monday, Jan. 8, featuring Cam gyga, Phil Dwyer, Blaine 
• Wikjord and Chris Nelson; "... the hottest band in the 
country..." Tickets at Erwin's Jewellers. Cocktails at 6:30. 
MeColl Playhouse 
"The Art of War", back by popular demand, cabaret-style 
Jan. 19, 20, 26 and 27. Tickets at Sight and Sound. ' 
The I.egion~:B~ne h 13 
"Northern Pride", 50's and country band. Jan. 5 and 6, 
• 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. , . . . .  
all that you desire, You may 
• i i 
rest assured the New Year will Marked Propane & Butane be  
• bring all of us just what we There are no cha~.es.in the rates for read,e, btinker fuel, `• natUrai , Ii near  you .  
• desex~el n~l~ New.Yeag..~. i gas, orBritish Columbia transit tax'. ' ,, : " ' ~ ' •. ' ' . :: .... ., , '.i 
• o , • , , :  , . . . . . .  , . . , . . - -  • .  , , .  
brifig you and your loved ones Aviation Fuel, Locomotive.Fuel, . ~. :"..•, ' - , Support, the, Ki men.• other's March  in 
Marked Fuels, Marine Diesel, r '~' i Terrace: coming January I$ to 31 to a door. ] 
~2.81¢/L 2.80¢/L, +O.OI¢/L., "[ ,bell"near you .  - : ' ' l : 
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Today is my husband's 38th 
birthday. It's kind of a dumb 
time to have. a birthday, right 
after Christmas and New 
Years', but he can't help it --  
he was just a baby when it was 
decided. •
I'm sureit's not easy being 
38 and on the far edge of your 
youth, but he's managing well. 
He sowed his wild oats before 
we met, and settled own to 
become middle-class, married 
with two children, a cat and a 
station-wagon, and a wife who 
writes about them•in the news- 
paper. Being an accountant, he 
puts up with a bit of teasing, 
you know, about accountants 
being boring, meticulous and 
cheap. He generally ignores 
these comments, particularly 
when I utter them. Actually, 
most of the accountants I've 
known are entirely opposite of 
that stereotype, but accountant 
jokes are so much fun, we 
can't let them know that. 
There's omething about a per- 
son with a furrowed brow, 
wearing a pencil behind one 
ear, and with one hand thump- 
ing away on a: calculator that 
simply inviteshumorous 
remarks.~. ~, . 
As a special birthday present 
to my husband, I'm going to 
publicly promise not to make 
fun of accountants anymore. 
The way" 
I it see  . . .  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
- ~ , • 
, "jr 
No m0re'~cracks (~about balding 
bofinglbean-cou~ters, doz ing 
off:at an accountant's conven- 
tion in  a sea of ~¢y and navy 
suits. (Female ac~:ountants were 
always eX~mpt from the 
"b~d"  jokes, ~d they dress 
more flamboyantly, too.) No 
more silly.j0kes about the mat- 
chbook covers that say "Move 
up - -  start an exciting career as 
an an accountant!" 
I'll keep the giggles to myself 
when the kids ask why there 
are prime-time television shows 
centered around doctors, 
police, lawyers and teachers, 
but never about accountants. 
(Can't you just imagine --  
"L.A. Accountants", or what 
about "Hill Street Accoun- 
tants", or "Doogie Howser, 
C.G.A."?) 
Yes, I'll bite my tongue when 
an accountant joke is ripe, 
bursting forth from the depths 
of my brain. I won't even 
make fun. of an auditor, book- 
keeper, or member of any 
related profession. No math 
jokes at all, like ~he "groaner" 
recently told to m"e by an ac- 
countant: "Whyiwas the 6 
afraid of the 7? Because 7 ate 
9." This is a difficult sacrifice, 
but I'll remain in control at 
every moment. 
Well, at least until tax time. 
Happy birthday honey. 
Terrace provincial 
court convictions 
Friday, December 1 
Vernon Gordon Azak was fin- 
ed $100 for committing mischief 
in relation to property. 
Joseph Roger Bourgoin was 
fined $750 and given a six month 
drivers license suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
cement over the legal imit. 
Noel Ross Grant was fined 
$600 and given a six month 
drivers license ~, suspension for 
driving with a ~, blood alcohol 
content ~over the legal imit. 
Kirk David Illingsworth was 
fined $450 for impaired riving. 
Kenneth Bernard Kivi was fin- 
ed $100 for failure to comply 
with a probation order. 
Ellen Lizette New was fined 
$100 for theft. 
Leonard Charles Sabo was 
fined $600 for impaired riving. 
Megan Luise Smaha was fined 
$50 for driving without due care 
and attention, 
Doreen Gale Woods was fined 
$75 for theft. 
sentenced to one day in jail for 
causing adistrubance ina public 
place. 
MondaY, December 4 
Gordon Raymond Mac- 
Donald was senten.ced to one 
day in jail for failure to comply 
with a 'condit ion of 
recognizance. 
ii., Thursday, December 7, 
' ' " David Brian Proper was fined 
• $500 for assault. 
i;:~Sandra Rose Surfwood was 
The Classroom Revolution : ' 
Cu rric u ! urn .and t he role, o f  
teachers cast in new light. 
This is the fourth in alive-part series on British Columbia's new independent judgements, to 
School Act written by Terrace Review freelance writer and former make his own corrections if 
School District 88 trustee Nancy Orr. needed." 
But the real excitement is be- 
"The purpose of the British .rich was a consideration, es- ing generated by a document 
Columbia school system is to pecia!ly inSpecial Education. that has so far received little 
enable learners to develop their Special Education personnel publicity. 
individual potential and to ac- had reservations as to the pro- "The Year 2000: a Cur- 
quire the knowledge, skiff, andgrams: to  be provided, to meet r i cu lum,  and Assessment  
attitudes needed tocontributeto graduation requirements (Minis- Framework for the Future" is 
a healthy society and a. proS- terial Orders are more specific in ' the subject of workshops, 
perous and  susta inab le  this area), discussion groups, position 
economy." Annual reports, assessment .papers. It is an in-depth con- 
This is the "Mission State- and evaluation had mixed reac- sideration of a review of the cur- 
ment"presented in :the Ministry tions, riculum, and according to 
of Education response to the The recommendation con- various reports, will have a real 
Sullivan Royal ~commissionon..:cerning a. Grade 10 entitlement opportunity for revamping the 
Education. The. statement ~ pre- Certificate in the Sullivan report system, And may generate more 
facing a declaration. of Prin-: is not mentioned in the Act, nor positive change in the near 
ciples and Goals in the mandate ungraded classes, but that pro- future. As the studies develop, 
,andpolicy directions announced . p0s'al may be discussed in the in- we hope to be able to report on 
by the Ministry in January, 1989 tense study of curriculum that is the results. 
is one of the prime recommen- proceeding, With regard to the Year 2000 
dations, together with the crea- And the strong statements in material, the board Of School 
tion of a new School Act, of the " the Commission report that it is District 88 established a commit- 
1988 Royal Commission. the community's responsibility tee on ungraded primary instruc- 
Reaction to the new Act has to assume, maintain and provide tion last year and recently struck 
been thoughtful approval. With the social services were strongly an additional committee on un- 
one exception, everyone express- endorsed, with the recognition graded secondary school instruc- 
ing opinions labeled ~it a of the need for cooperation by rich. Both are elements of the 
"positive document", with fur- the  schools. Year 2000 curriculum concepts. 
A public meeting will be held to 
ther comments "long overdue", " I t  is up .to the discuss the ideas put forward in 
"badly needed", "will need 
some regulations to make it educator to educate, Year2000at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 14 
work",  indicating that it had not not to pass judgement in the Caledonia high school ec- 
had time to be assessed totally, ture theater. A district-wide 
The fact that so many had had Oil the  family lif s le non-instructional day will take 
input into the commission gave Of the child,,' ~J, ~lAce Jan.'l.5 to allow teachers 
~:  ~d administrators to gather in them an attitudei:~of Ownership . : '" . . . . . .  
that was ~favorable, although As one who did not wish to be the R.E.M. Lee Theatre for 
Conflicts. of opinions had identifed said, " I t is  up. to.the discussion and lectu['es o p the 
resulted in no or~thaving their, teacher to educate, notre pass new clirriculum andc!aSfi struc- 
point of view accepied in tota l .  judgement on the family lifestyle ture'i¢leaS. Ministry of Educe- 
Teachers in the Terrace area of the child. Some.children may .richofficials and other experts 
expressed wariness of the Inn; be.-poor in material things; but will:'make'presentations. 
guage of. provisions for as- rich in emotional Support where: The Year 2000 has come out 
sistants in the classroom and for as others who are rich in in a number of increasingly re- 
contracts, material may be poor in other tined, draft papers, with a final 
Also of concern was the addi- support. It should be our pur- version expected in March, : of 
tion o f  an.extra (fifth) year to pose to teach the child to make this year. 
the already expensive :teacher 
Arnold Angus was fined $150 training program without any FROM VANCOUVER " 
specific identification as to what 
for illegal possession of nar- was ,lacking, or what courses THE ARTS CLUB THEATREPRESENTS 
cotics and $400 for failure to uP- HAY FEVER were required for better train- pear in court, ing, or what the extra year was 
Friday, December 8 expected to accomplish (except 
Douglas Ostergard was fined extra debt for the graduate). 
$100 and placed on probation . They expressed approval that 
for 12 months f~i each of three the status of student eachers 
counts of utteri~ng a forged was recognized and given 
document=' " :"; ' authority, but wondered what  
Lillian.;~mm~.Soughton was had happened to the Commis- 
fined $100 for'~heft, sion recommendations about a / 
Anton~Sou~.~was fined $500 teacher induction program. The I 
and given a sixkmonth drivers provision for medical personnel 
license suspension for impaired to dispense student medications • 
driving, and final $300 for fail- was mentioned.. in impiementa:,s°me ca~;i 
ing to Stop for apolice officer. • the logistics of its 
I ' I II I ~"zl L ~ 
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Thornhill students see the forestand the trees 
, o - , .  :, , .  . .  ' .  ; ' -  , .  , ' , . , . 
Contributed by. D.' Anaka " ' 
T, his is: the :first'. in a. series of 
reports on.. the. activities Of. a 
class 0f Grade ~ 8 students at 
Thornhill Jun ior  Secondary 
S c h o o l . .  " " 
, This science class has been in- 
vestigating some of the aspects 
of silviculture within their 
biology course. Silviculture• is
the science that is concerned 
with the growing and tending of 
the forest. : . ' :, 
"As the teacher 6ftM:s"¢iass , I 
believe' that • silviculture has .a 
great deal to offer .young people 
in terms of all the different kinds 
of activities that. they can do.. 
The presence of the forest in, 
dustry in the Terrace area also. 
pro~,ides the Opportunity for 
young people to observe first- 
hand the practical applications 
of this science. 
• This class has already been on 
.. three.field trips last fall. On one: 
trip students from this class ex- 
mined the various coniferous 
trees in our area while collecting 
samples of needles and cones for • 
• experimental work in school. 
Students have dried and ex- 
tracted seeds from •pine and 
spruce cones and put them into 
cold storage. Fred Philpot, a 
local forester, provided the pine 
cones. Their goal is to grow 
seedlings and replant aharvested 
• . ,  • , , 
area next spring. . _.,-• .., " 
This class has also b~en to the 
Skeena Cellulose sa,wmiu, Andy 
Arisen, the Industri~ Relat~9,ns 
Manager, led :the dl~s on az/i~ b, 
teresting tour of how commer- 
cial"trees are processed and 
"marketed by Skeena Cellulose. 
The most recent field trip by 
the Thornhill Junior Foresters 
"These Grade 8 Thomhil l  Junior Secondary School students are part of a group who are learning first hand about 
forest ecology and the way the industcy"a ,ppmaches forestry. 
• . , ' .  
• was to a logging site up Williams 
Creek and to two replanted 
areas up the West Kalum Road. 
Tim Fenton, the Contract 
Supervisor for the Woods Divi- 
sign: of Skeena Cellulose, pro- 
vided the expert commentary on 
this trip. The class learned about 
the various pieces of equipment 
and methods used in a logging 
operation, They saw the positive 
effects of juvenile spacing within 
a 15-year-old forest. They ex- 
perienced a vivid contrast be- 
tween a two-year-old naturally 
seeded area and a 25-year-old 
K'Shian Contractors own ~ the 
tower we went to' see. It is 90 feet 
tall and takes ix cables to hold it 
up. The tower has cables coming 
out from it that are hooked on 
stumps. This creates the pulley. 
It pulls logs in. Once that area 
has been cleared, the pulley has 
to be moved, which is a difficult 
task: 
When they first started log- 
ging in this area, 99 percent of 
the trees had been blown over by 
the wind. Now that.they are fall- 
ing trees, they have to be careful 
that they fall them in the proper 
hand-planted forest. Student~, direction so that they won't 
were also taught how . . . .  ' ' " " ' to zdentffy.~ crack. If the wood cracks, zt zsa 
some indicators of decay in ~i loss of money, asthey can't use 
, trees. / that tree, .
Although the class had to an- The types of trees that they 
dure two hours of walking over ~were falling were hemlock and 
muddy ground in pouring rain,~:)~!balsam. They also log alder, 
they had  an enjoyable ex- spruce and pine. The shortest 
perience and ',leaned a great tree used to make logs is 12 feet 
long. If the tree was any shorter, 
it would be uneconomical for 
the logging company to cut it 
down and to process it. Also, if 
the top of a tree had a diameter 
of less than six inches, they cut 
off the top. Skeena Cellulose 
likes the woodto be 33 to 35 feet 
long. • 
Usually, they load up five log- 
ging trucks a day. On good days, 
if they work hard enough, they 
can load six logging trucks. The 
more logging trucks they load, 
the more money they make. 
The second site was logged in 
1984. They  let it grow back 
naturally:but not enough trees 
had grown, $o the company had 
to send men back in to make 
sure that there were 480 to 500 
(approximately) trees for each 
acre. If there weren't, they, 
planted two-year-old lodgepole 
pine ti'ees. Lodgepoie pine trees 
:deal. 
• The "Junior Foresters wou~d ' 
like to thank all the previously~ 
mentioned people, the manage- 
ment of Skeena Cellulose, and 
Gerry Beaupre of K'Shian Con- 
struction for all their assistance, 
Forestry field trip 
by SonJa Hedberg, Grade • 8, 
Thomhl l l  Junior 
' ' Secondary School 
At  the tower site, there was a 
yarder. A yarder works on a 
pulley system and pulls the logs 
in. The cables for the yarder are 
2,800 feet long and are an inch 
and a quarter in diameter. It is 
very hard to move the cables, 
The yarder also had straps. The 
strap is 2Oritg)i;~g::feet 
Major, fores'try .show 
booking up fast 
Anyone involved in the local 
forest'industry who wants to 
participate in western Canada's 
largest forestry trade show 
should probably get moving. 
A recent announcement from 
the Prince George Regional 
Forest Exhibition Society says 
three-fourths of the exhibit 
space for the May 10 to 12 event 
is already booked. It's the 
fourth year for the biennial ex- 
:i~ibition, and organizers ay it 
'"draws a bigger crowd than the 
Truck Loggers' and Council of 
Forest Industries' annual events 
combined. 
The 1990 show will include x- 
hibits by buyers and supp]iers 
from the industry, displays on 
forest management, machinery 
and equipment demonstrations, 
and seminars run by experts on 
robotics, computers, overseas 
marketing and other subjects. 
Fur ther  information is 
available from Lil Stamer at 
563-8833. 
can be recognized by looking at 
the needles. The needles grow in 
pairs. The slash is left on the 
ground to protect he moss and 
soil, 
The third site was logged in 
1954 and spaced in 1986. Spac- 
ing is done to ensure that each 
tree willhave enough room to 
grow. 
l ; l l ( ' ,vz'r )txt w( ' i t r  "~ 
,('l(';ul .will1 (~lr('~.~ 
only 
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Men's or. •Ladies' 
dress or business 
laundered. 
cotton blend 
shirts expertly 
,,, Only drive:thru in town 
,,- Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
¢ iettarga  leanerz 
J 8:00 a.rn. to 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Friday I |  
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - .  Saturday | |  
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Killoran Memorial a superb effort 
They billed this year's Christmas 'atom' minor hockey 
tournament as the Todd Killoran Memorial event in 
honor of the late young man who spent much of his 
youth playing and officiating at games before his drown- 
ing death earlier in 1989. 
And the 13-team series was a 
fitting event for Killoran as 
organizers came up with a 
skillful 26-game tourney. The 
theme as in past years was "let 
them have fun", and the noted 
series even attracted two teams 
from Edmonton. 
The nine house league teams 
split in togr0ups of three for 
round-robin play.Then, accord- 
ing to each team's final stand- 
ing, they crossed over to meet 
teams of similar ability from the 
other two groups. Finals fea- 
tured the best pair from bottom 
positions in 'C' section, the next 
best in 'B' section and the too 
Arena launches new 
skating program 
for preschoolers 
Contributed by Terrace Parks 
and Recreation 
Can your preschooler skate? 
Have you wanted to attend the 
family or public skating sessions 
with your child, but been afraid 
that since he or she is a non- 
skater that they'll have an acci- 
dent? Or did you feel the Ter- 
race Arena was too cold for you 
to spend time teaching your little 
one how to stand on skates and 
move around? 
• The Terrace p a rks :and  
Recreation Department have 
solved this problem for you by 
offering Learn-To-Skate l ssons 
for Pre-schoolers. Our aim is to 
• provide your child with the op- 
portunity to learn basic skating 
skills while ,having fun. The 
classes allow the children to pro- 
gress at their own speed and 
ability with lots of help from our 
qualified instructors, Rachelle 
Mastrodonato. We accept only 
I0 children per class. • Racheile 
has been teaching skating with 
the Terrace Figure Skating Club 
since September and is familiar 
with the problems of teaching 
children of all ages to skate. 
Classes will be offered 
Wednesday and Friday morn- 
ings starting January 8th from 
9:00 - 9:30 a.m. for non-skating 
preskaters and 9:30 - 10:00 a.m. 
for those preschoolers who can 
stand and move on their skates 
on ice and more. Lessons are of- 
fered Monday and Wednesday 
afternoons as well. Registration 
is to be held on an ongoing basis 
at the Terrace Parks and Recrea- 
tion Office withpreschoolers ac- 
commodated on a first-come, 
first-serve basis. 
Preschool skating lessons will 
be offered f romnow u.ntil the 
end of March and children can 
continue through the Terrace 
Parks and Recreation Depart- 
ment Learn-To-Skate Level 
system. 
Children start as ice cubes  
.where they learn to cross the ice 
without falling and to stop, to 
ic ic les where they learn push- 
glide skating using alternate 
feet, to snowba l l s  to i cebergs  
and finally to b l i zzards  - -  the 
final level in which they learn 
crossovers, turns and power- 
stroking. 
For more information on the 
preschoolers Learn-to-Skate 
lessons, call the Terrace Parks 
and Recreation office at 
638-1174 or come down and 
register. -
Coming events in 
regional sports 
The 37th annual Terrace sale this week at •All Seasons 
Royal CanadianLegion 'open' 
bonspiel is comingup Jan. 26 to 
28 at the Terrace Curling Club. 
There's three events for an entry 
fee of $120 per team. The entry 
limit is 64 teams, and entries 
close on Jan. 23. Contact the 
Legion for more information. 
Hockey fans are reminded 
that tickets for the Montreal Old 
.Pros hockey exhibition game 
against Terrace Timbermen at 
the arena on March 2nd are on 
Sports, TerraceTotem Ford and 
the arena refreshment s and. 
Registration for the Terrace 
Masters' swim club is coming up 
Monday, Jan. 8th at 9 p.m. at 
the swimming pool. Workouts 
will be Mondays (9 to 10 p.m.), 
Wednesdays (12 noon to, 1 p.m.) 
and Fridays (6:30 to 7:30 p.m.). 
The club is set up for con- 
ditioning, stroke correction and 
fun. The monthly fee is $25. 
Midgets ousted 
/The zone final best-of-three 
series for a berth in minor 
hockey's .segment of the B.C. 
Winter ( ;ames wound up on 
D '~, : : I6  at ,Smithers:wilh Terrace 
midgets losing out. The local 
squad dropped two tight con- 
tests to Fort St. James by one- 
goal margins -- 6-5 and 3-2. 
two in :A' section. • Rupert's B.C. Packers 5-4 in 3-1 to clinch the division. But 
they played a third.game anyway 
and Kinsmen got revenge on. a 
7-2 win. 
Scores from all games can be 
found elsewhere in this edition. 
For rep teams, the four in- 
volved played a round-robin and 
then had 3rd vs 4th in one 
playoff, and 1st vs 2nd in the 
other playoff. 
The battle betwen runnerup 
teams in the rep division saw Ed- 
monton's Enoch atoms down 
Hazelton 5-1 in the final. 
The top teams contest for reps 
had Kitimat defeat the Terrace 
host team 5-2. 
In the house league division, 
Alexander Braves of Edmonton 
wound up with an unbeaten 
tournament  and downed 
Kitimat's Bravos Welding 7-1 in 
the deciding match. 
'B'  section went to Kitimat's 
Wings Travel as they beat Prince 
their last game. 
'C! section was a three-game 
.. playoff between Terrace Tilden 
and Terrace Kinsmen. Tilden 
won the first two games 4-3 and 
Oldies get busy 
March will be a busy 
month for the Terrace 
Timbermen oldtimershockey 
team. They'll be hosting the 
Montreal Old Pros hockey 
team at the Terrace Arena on 
March 2nd. Tickets for this 
game will be on sale starting 
this week. Following this, 
Timbermen are off to San 
Diego for the 1990 World 
Cup tournament -  and 
eight-day tournament featur- 
ing 40 teams from aroelnd the 
world. There's a ~ definite 
Canadian flavor to the series, 
with 34 teams from Canada, 
including'16 from B.C. 
The scores are... 
TERRACE MEN'S RECREATIONAL 
HOCKEY LEAGUE 
i 
16n of the West 6, Northern Motor Inn Oki~ 5 
STANDINGS ' 
Dee. 16 
Skeena Hotel 5, Convoy Supply 2 
Inn of the West 3, North Coast Wranglers 2
Dec: 1;/ 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 6, Northern Motor Inn Okies 4 
Dec. 19 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 7, Convoy Supply 1 
Skeena Hotel 3, North Coast Wranglers 2
Dec. 21 
TEAM 
Skeena Hotel 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Inn of the West 
North Coast Wranglers 
Convoy Supply 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
GP .  W • • L'  T GF 
22 19 '. " +2 1 1it7 
22 ~ 14 6 2 147 
22 13 8 1 116 
22 9 12 1 88 
22 4 17 1 67 
22 4 18 0 69 
TODD KILLORAN MEMORIAL 'ATOM '• 
MINOR HOCKEY CHRISTMAS 
TOURNAMENT - .  DEC. 27 to 29 
-GA PTS 
84 39 
''~7' 30 
Ii • 27  
92  19 
129 9 
122 8 
b • 
o .  
GAMESCORES.-- HOUSE DIVISION 
Kltlmat Farwest Travel 4, Terrace Dave's Plumbing 2 
Kltimat Bravos Welding 9, Terrace Kinsmen 1 
Kltlmat Wings Travel 7, Terrace Tilden 3 
Farwest Travel 6, Prince Rupert P-P-W-C 4 
Bravos Welding 8, Prince Rupert B.C. Packers 2 
Dave's Plumbing 6, P-P-W.C 6 
Edmonton Alexander Braves 12, Tilden 2 
B.C. Packers 4, Kinsmen 0 
Alexander Braves 8, Wings Travel 1 
Tilden 4, Kinsmen 3 
B.C. Packers 6, Dave's Plumbing 3 
Farwest Travel 2, Bravos Welding 2 
Tilden 3, Kinsmen 1 
Wings Travel 8, Dave's Plumbing 6 
Alexander Braves 6, Farwest Travel O 
Kinsmen 7, Tilden 2 
Wings Travel 5, B.C. Packers 4 
Alexander Braves 7, Bravos Welding 1 
GAME SCORES - -  REP DIVISION 
Kitlmat 5, Terrace 2 
Kitlmat 8, Hazelton 1 
Terrace 11, Enoch Atoms 1 
Enoch Atoms 5, Hazelton 3 
Kitlmat 10, Enoch Atoms 4 
Terrace 5, Hazelton 1 
Enoch Atoms 5, Hazelton 1 
Kitlmat 5, Terrace 2 
• "i ¸~  ¸ ::',~•i: : •  
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Experience .over youth in Caledonia Grad Tourney 
This is the 1984-86 grad team that won the women's side of the Caledonia grad basketball 
tourney just prior to Christmas. 
Caledonia high's year-ending Grad Tourney brought together the athletic• Hendry family- 
• Caroline, Ans and Michelle. ° 
up) 
. .q ,  
EVE 
Dollar 
B.C. Paraplegic 
Terrace Peaks C 
Kinsmen Club 
foul Have, a,~! 
Society 
[ Swim Club 
Pmple 
iY. 16"W'est ' 
AT 4:30 P.M. 
6 
Games 
UNDAY: 
IONDA¥: 
UESDAY: 
HURSDAY: 
Teams from severa! years back still proved they've got 
'it' by winning men's and women's  divisions at the an- 
nual 'grads' basketbal l  tournaments at Caledonia high 
school just •before Christmas. 
Experience proved the dif- The men's playdown for fifth 
ference in the six.team men's 
section as veterans from the grad 
years of 1977 to '83 won alI three 
matches, including the final bya 
91-82 score over grads f rom 
1986-87. 
The final was touch-and-go ti l  
the older guys pulled into a com- 
manding lead late in the game 
and held on for the victory. It 
was 41-40 for the• winners at the 
half. 
Despite having college all-star 
Michelle Hendry in the lineup, 
the ladies• from 1987 to '89 
couldn't pull off a win in the 
, ladies' final against the 1984-86 
grads. The older gals put out a 
strong lineup that included 
Caro l ine Hendry , Karen 
McConnell, Val Philpott and 
Leona Tank. It was good 
enough to record a 51-29 win. 
In the men's playoff for third 
and fourth places, the old guys 
from 1976-and-back ran up a 
convincing 94-71 victory over 
the 1988-89 youngsters. 
Albert Olson returned home 
to score 27 points in this game, 
while Jim Checkley had 16, Pat 
Kofoed 15 and Doug McKay 12. 
For the younger squad, Arnie 
Pelletier had 24, Dave Hogg 17 
and Andy Davis 10. 
" .norThern 
motor 
RESTAURANT. LOUNGE 
PUB :COLD BEER STORE 
and sixth spots went to the cur- 
rent Kermodes as they stopped 
the 1984-85 gang 98-89. 
Frank Genaille contributed 23 
for Kermodes while Geoff 
McKay counted 18, Ginger 
Minhas had 15 andPaul Manhas 
had 13. 
Mike Hogg came up with the 
top individual effort of the series 
by potting 42 points for the 
losers. Rod Philpott had 15 and 
Fraser Dodd had 12. 
The ladies' consolation final 
was a 45-20 win for senior ladies 
over Kermodes. Laurie Baker of 
the winners was high scorer with 
14 points. 
In ladies' semi-final action 
leading up to consolation and 
championship games, the 87-89 
gang beat Kermodes 66-30 while 
84-86'ers downed senior ladies 
48-26. 
The men played six round- 
robin, games for final position- 
ing. Here are the scores: '86-87 
over Kermodes 90-83; '88-89 
over '84-85 by an 88-81 score; 
• '76-oldies over Kermodes 62-55; 
'77-83 over '88-89 by a 93-67 
score; '86-87 over '76-oldies 
102-76; '77-83 over '84-85 by a 
73-58 score. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
635.6375 
CATCH THE 
•ACTION 
• V is i t  the NOrthern Motor Inn. 
n ight ly  entertainment. Come 
~whore *the ACTION Is. 
to  
t 
Shop late 'all eight 
. . "  . • ' . .  • . . .  , . f .  - . . 
...... at Finmng 
To suit your schedule, 
our pm-m department 
is now0pcn 8 to 8 
weekdays and 8 io 5 
Saturdays, giving you 
more time to cash in 
on low priced Sure- 
Craft oil products. 
And trackers! Take 
advantage of our 
' engineoil, oil filter 
and labor. 
For.pans and service 
second to none - -  and 
now longer opening 
hours - -  you can 
count on us. 
• I I I I L_  
F |NNING I 
engine off change • ~--- , _ 
specms - only SlO9 rM Count On Us 
includes 40 litrcs of, m~m 
Sure-Craft oil,i oil filter 
and labor or $129 for ' 
4o Utres of cat ~esel 
4621 Keith Road 
Terrace, 635-7144 
. . . . .  " . . . . . .  ' . ' . ' . . . •  . 4 ' 
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Health Unit replies to 
Vitamin D controversy 
"The enforced addition of the Dubeau at Northern Healtheare ounces. Breast-fed babies often 
sunshine vitamin to milk and (Terrace Drugs) confirms that need .Vitamin D supplements.' 
other foods is a dangerous prac- multiple vitamins contain 400 in- Without sufficient Vitamin D, 
tice causing thousands of Cana- ternational units (ILl) of Vitamin rickets can occur in children and 
dians to suffer from car- D per tablet an'd cod liver oil osteomalacia in adults. 
d i ova sc u lar dis e as e and caIisuies Come ifi two strengths Deficiencies are now limited 
osteoporosis," a Simon Fraser (200 IU and 400 IU of Vitamin almost entirely to infants not 
University researcher and in- D). consuming fortifiedmilkorfor- 
struetor in Kinesiology said Vitamin D is added to all mula. Some of the foods that 
recently in a widely-circulated cow's milk produced for human naturally contain Vitamin D are 
news report. Jym Moon has consumption i  North America marine oil (cod liver oil)i liver, 
spent more than 20 years study- and other parts of the world. It fish tissue and. eggs. It is most 
ing the effects of humans of is not added to  goat's milk, commonly through'si~iSplements 
calciferol' - -  a steroid hormone cheese or yogurt. Small amounts that people risk consuming ex-. 
- -  otherwise known as Vitamin of Vitamin D are added to eess Vitamin D. Kupka points 
D. margarine. Kupka checked the out that any food fortification 
local supermarket shelves and program is under constant 
by Betty Barton " verified that Vitamin D is not scrutiny. Excessive Vitamin D 
added to common dry breakfast (defined as 10 times the normal 
Sonya Kupka, the Community cereals or baby food. It is found recommendedconsumpfion) or 
nutritionist at the Skeena Health in baby formula. She agrees that an extended period of time may 
Unit, counters with, "Vitamins Vitamin D, like most other be of concern. 
are substances found in foods vitamins, can be very toxic if Excessive vitamin D ~is dif- 
which are necessary for normal taken excessively. Vitamin D's ficult to detect. Bone pain,. 
growth and maintenance of 
health. Steroids are compounds 
that resemble cholesterol 
chemically. Many steroids are 
produced by the body naturally. 
Vitamin D can be made in the 
body from certain steroids, but 
it needs the help of the sunshine 
to be utilized by the body. In 
northern areas particulasrly, 
where exposure to sun may be 
limited, it is-valid to drink 
Vitamin D fortified milk." 
Moon claims that Vitamin D 
is voluntarily: added to some 
margarines, infant forumlas and 
breakfast cereals and is com- 
monly found in multiple ,vitamin 
supplements. Pharmacist Allan 
Mural 
winners 
named 
The Skeena Cel lulose 
Christmas mural contest was a 
great success. Murals ranging 
from two-by-three feet all the 
way up to eight-by-10 feet were 
scattered throughout the mill to 
put everyone in the spirit of the 
season. The murals didn't last as 
long as everyone would have lik- 
ed -- they were victims of harsh 
winter winds -- but the spirit in 
which they were made still 
lingers in the mill. 
Santa's leigh and playdough 
reindeer won Kiti K'Shan first 
place in the primary division, 
while Veritas placed a close sec- 
ond with a b~autiful choir o f  
angels taller ~ than the green 
chain. The Seventh-Day adven- 
tist School placed first in the 
elementary division with their 
entry of colored aluminum foil 
surrounded by a holiday theme 
border, and Veritas came in sec- 
ond with a Nativity scene. 
AMWAY 
QUALITY 
HOME CARE AND 
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS 
/Url'iSTRY 
QUALITY 
. i 
SKIN CARE AND COSMETICS 
NUTIIILITE , J  
QUALilTY " 
NUTRITION AND 
~ FOOD SUPPLEMENTS" 
63.5-4618 
range of safe intake is quite nar- 
row as it is fat soluble and 
therefore stored in the body. But 
exceeding the safe limit of intake 
of Vitamin D through foods, she 
says, would be hard to do. 
Adults require 100 IU of 
Vitamin D (one - 8 oz. glass of 
milk) in a day. Infants require 
kidney Stones and hardening Of 
the arteries could be caused by 
excessive Vitamin D or by any 
number• of other imbalances 
within the body. 
After discussion with provin- 
cial and federal  health 
authorities, Kupka says there are 
no indications that Vitamin D 
Sonya Kupka: In northern areas particularly, where ex- 
posure to sun maybe limited, it is valid to drink Vitamin D 
fortified milk. 
400 IUs. Mother's breast milk fortif ication in milk wil l  be FinG Dining 
contains 40 IUs per eight d iscont inued.  ' " in qui,et urroundings! 
(i " ' - I I ~ n  ., ..~.s 
I ' _ s - 
C omlng even , _ _ _  . . ~ , ,A620Lake!se  Avenue.  ts 
'pt0ject Information concerning the Twin River Estates :, 
t is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens', Housing~ , 
Society office, •corner of Apsley Street. an~ Lakelse 
Avenue, eachWednesday from 2 to 4 p.m. The office will 
be closed from Wednesday, Dec. 27 until Tfi,~rsday, Jan. 
11. After that, the office will re-open Thursd~,s from 2 t o~i 
4 p.m. Please note change of daY for our O'l~en House. 
The Terrace Curling Club welcomes anyone wishing to 
curl in men's, ladies', mixed, commercial, junior or 
morning leagues. NEW curlers welcome. Leagues start 
again early January. Register now by calling 635-5583 . 
January 3, 4 and 5 -- The Terrace Public ~Library 
presents "The Annual Laurel and Hardy Film Festival" 
at 1:30 p.m. each day. Each session will be an hour and 
a half long. Films are suitable for all ages. Admission is 
free. For more information, please call the • library at 
638-8177. 
Monday, January 8 -- The next meeting of the Terrace 
Breastfeeding Support Group will take place at 8 p.m. in 
the education room of Mills Memorial Hospital. We will 
be discussing the ups and letdowns of breastfeeding, 
so we would like to hear about either your best or worst 
experience qf, breastfeeding. Bring your babies. For fur- 
ther information, call Terry Walker at 635-3287. • 
Tuesday, January 9 -- You are cordially invited to attend 
the regular si~hool board meeting of School District No. 
88 (Terrace) ~t 7:30 p.m. at the School Board office, 3211 • 
Kenney Street, Terrace. 
Wednesday .lanuarv 10 -- The Pacific Northwest Music ,T, ~" -a 
Festival cor~mittee would like to remind competitors 
and teachers that the deadline date for entry into the. 
Festival is J;~nuary 10. The Festival dates are March 8 to 
17. Syllabuses and entry forms are available from Sight 
and Sound, Terrace and Kitimat public libraries and the 
Secretary, BOx 456, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5. Please note 
that entries MUST be mailed and not dropped off. 
Monday, January 15 --  The regular meeting of the Mills 
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will be held in the hospital 
board room at 8:15 p.m. Kathleen Delgatty and Genlene 
Sutherland of Terracevlew Lodge will attend to discuss 
the possibility of amalgamating the Hospital Auxiliary 
with the Terrace Health Care Society. New members are 
welcome. 
: ' L  
) Polly's 
  CMnese & westernCuisine.. 
Mon.--Thum. 10130 a.m. - -  midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 elm. - -  1 a.m. 
• Sunday 12100 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638,8034• 
GiM'S  -, 
RESTAURANT 
~7 Chinese & Canadian Food ~-  
opE. 7 gAYS A WEEK 
'~ Men - Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  !0:00 p.m. ~.~..'14 
l~ ,  Tlmrsday 11:30 a.m. -,-- l hO0 p.m.t-j,~T 
~.~: Fr.i - Sat 1:1:30 a.m. - - ,  I;00 a.m. " -  
• Sunday12:~O a.m. i0:00 p.m.  
4643 Park A venue :~:i : 635-6 ! I i 
:C 
'~, 
Carrousel .:: 
at the. i,~ .~ 
Terrace Hotel :,. 635-6630 
c L • " : ' 
The name is different, but the good 
food and service remain the samell 
Monday to Saturday 
6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday -- 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
i ~ !  4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out. 
i' Terrace, B.C~ Ph. 635-6184 
Saturday, January 27 --Terrace Pipes and Drums Socie- 
ty will be holding their Robble Burns Night Dinner and 
Dance from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the Thornhill Commun!tY , 
Centre. Phone Barry English at 635,5905 for t ickets.  
I I 
, J  
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" ...Pulpwood".sale".creates pro.blems, director says 
Native blockades of logging to announce a 20 percent-plus apparently partially ~located timber stands and deciduous 11,000 and TFL #1 72,000. Ac- 
roads in the Kispiox'area may increase in the existing Kispiox. withi n that'same area. stands from all or part of cording to the advertisement the 
have only .begun to heat up. In TSA annual  allowable cut • ,'T O advertise..additional Pulpwood Area No. 17. A primary objectives of the pulp- 
fact, in supporting these block- before the TSAplanning process timber quotas as being available number of areas are listed, but wood agreement are to create 
ades, the:Village of Hazelton is concluded," Maitland wrote in the land claims area is an in- specifically an annual cut of employment and community 
municipal council has suggested to Richmond, "There is enough sulttotheGitksan-Wet'suwet'en 250,000 cubic meters of timber stability, and to utilize wood 
that if the Ministry of Forests mistrust o f  the Ministry of and an invitation to have the in the Kispiox TSA. Over 25 fiber not currently being used by 
continues to allow : increased Forests without making a Chiefs• force a complete shut- years this would to ta l  6.25 existing mills. The tender call 
harvesting in the area that con- mockery of yet another public down of the Upper Skeena million cubic, meters of pulp gives a Feb. 15, 1990 deadline 
trol of. forest management i  he advisory process." forest industry," states Mait- logs. ~- and states that submissions must 
Kispiox region should be per- According to Maitland,. on land in her letter. Other areas included,in the include a proposal for continu- 
manently turned over to local in- Nov. 30 Hazelton village staff The recent Ministry of Forests advertisement are the Kalum ance, ~xPansion or the establish- 
terests, requested amap indicating, the advertisement hat caught (north) TSA with a 100,000 rnent of one or more ngw mills in 
location of the 6.52 million Maitland's eye calls for a 25 year cubic meter annual cut for 25 the area. A public hearing on the 
by Tod Straehan cubic meter pulpwood sale and non-replaceable pulpwood years, Kalum (south). TSA 'timber sale has been..scheduled 
were told that although general •agreement ut i l iz ing wood 40,000, Moriee TSA 75,000, for May 9, 1990 in Snaithers. 
logging areas could be~pointed residues, pulplogs, pulp quality Lakes TSA 75,000, TFL#51 : 
out, no exact map existed. In ad- 
dition, she •says, the area of the f~ 
!sale has n0t been referred to the .Land ,status chanoe endorse 
• Ministry of Environment or any 
other • Crown agency to deter. TERRACE The Kitimat- ly 1980's. He adds, though, that the area that are currently being 
mine if the area in question isen- Stikine Regional District board the site has been under-utilized wasted. He says that under eul'- 
vironmentally •safe for harvest, of directors ay they have no ob- since Skeena Cellulose con- rent practices these logs are 
,'Isn't it premature," Maitland jection to the removal of 5.75 traeted out their logging opera- either left in the bush or turned 
writes, "to advertise a cut hectares (.14.2 acres) from the tions two years ago. into chips. "The log breakdown 
volume as available when (1) hgricultural Land Reserve to ae- According to Smurthwaite, mill will enhance the 
you don't know where the cut is, commodate the newe Kalum Kaluln Wood Products con- utilization," says Smurthwaite, 
and (2) you haven't vetted the Wood Products awmill, sidered other locations in the "in order to salvage a valuable 
proposed harvest folios with The property in question is region, but the West Kalum site resource insuring more efficient 
other agenciesfortheprovineial presently owned by Skeena fit their requirements best; in use of British Columbia's 
and federal governments?" Cellulose and is located on the particular, it is far enough from lumber esources and addressing 
Maitland points out that the West Kalum Road about half a urban areas to ,minimize noise proper forest management- 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en Heredi- mile north of the Kitsumkalum and traffic concerns. He says environmental concerns." 
tary Chiefs have instigated Reserve boundary. Kalum that Kalum Wood Products has Smurthwaite concludes by 
blockades in the Kispiox TSA tO Wood Products is currently since agreed to purchase the saying, "Kalum fully intends to 
force reduction of the harvest of employing 26 people at the site property from Skeena Cellulose work with other Terrace area 
local forest resources -~ until a to build a log-breakdown mill, and is currently installing equip- businesses such as Terrace Pre- 
Supreme Court of Canada deei- and they estimate that at least 50 ment in the existing building on Cut to upgrade the latter's plant 
sio~,~expected b tween 19135 and jobs will be created when they go the property.~ facilities in order tO process 
199~,':can be made-regarding • into production ext year. What's most exciting about Kalum's product." The full im- 
~ssues ~ aboriginal rights and t~- :~ :In a letter to the regional this new mill, though, is the type plications of this' final statement 
the Kispiox fie. She adds that the B.C. Court district des.~ibing their project, of production proposed by are unknown at  this time, 
Timber Supply Area at a time ,of Appeal upheld a G i t~- -  Kalum Wood Products: presi- Kalum Wood Products. Smurth- however, because any agree- 
whenapublic planning process '•Wet'suw~t'en ai~plieafii~ f6~ deiffR.K, iSm~walte s'a~the waite~says that the  new equip- ments for other local businesses 
!nto managing the Kispiox forest injunction against anew logging property in •-question has been merit being installed is designed to benefit from the Kalurn 
resource is currently only in the area north of the Babine River in ' used as a niaintenance site for to extract value-added lumber Wood Products operation have 
initial •stage. "It seems insulting 1988 and this most recent sale is logging equipment since the ear- products from low grade logs in. yet to be made. 
In a letter to Minister Of 
Forests Claude Richmond, 
Hazelton mayor Alice Maitland 
says that the Village of Hazelton 
will oppose any additional pulP 
or sawlog sales in the Kispiox 
area fintil Native land claims 
have been settled, an effective 
forest management plan has 
been eompiled with full public 
consultation, and all proposed 
timber sales have been properly 
mapped and assessed by other 
Crown agencies as appropriate 
clearcut sites. The opposition 
was registered following a recent 
advertisement by the Ministry of 
Forests offering the sale of 6.52 
, ! ! l i on  cubic meters of 
pulpwood in the Kispiox valley 
to be harvested over 25 years. 
. Maitland says that her council 
finds the advertisement~'fOr the 
sale of surplus quota as "objec- 
tionable" because the ~idvertised 
' ' 4  ' . . . .  
sale represents more than ~/~0 
percent increase ~ :the annual 
allowable cut in 
The Government of Canada recently 
presented to Parliament a series of 
amendments o the Unemployment 
Insurance Act (UIA). The purpose 
of the proposed amendments Is to 
improve existing legislation and to 
provide additional ffinds for programs 
and job training in areas critical 
to Canada's economic future. Major 
Improvements include additional 
maternity/parental benefits and the 
extension oI coverage to people who 
choose to work beyond age 65. 
• Although passed by the House 
of Commons onNovember 6th, 1989, 
Bill C-21 is still under consideration 
by the Senate and will not become 
law on December 31. 
Under one section of the 
current law, workers may qualify for 
regular UI benefits with at least 10 to 
14 weeks of work during the previous 
year. That section or the lawexpires 
January 6th, 1990 and until amend- 
ments to the Act are adopted the 
following interim rule applies: 
Anyone making a claim for regular 
UI benefits that would have started 
on or after January 7, 1990, must have 
worked a minimum of 14 weeks during 
the last year to qualify. 
For more information contact 
OUr local Canada Emplo!*ment Centre 
EC). There are more thou 500 CECs 
across Canada; phone numbers are 
listed in the Federal Government 
section of your phone book. 
Immigration d?amlnda : ImmigllUon Canada " Canad  
: ~Ot~ldOpf~ 
Inn In I I I i ' I IIII I 1 I I II I 
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Recyc l ing  reviital i ........ in ' Te  . . . . . .  z:ed" rrace . . . . .  " 
. , , .  . . - 
, , , , .  ~ . . .  
• Terrace does have a recycling 
depot and a very active one at 
that. It recycles non-ferrous 
metals, batteries, catalytic on- 
verters, glass and beer and soft 
drink cans. 
, by Betty Barton 
Owner Harry Sharyk has been 
in the recycling business in Ter- 
race for more tlian eight years 
now. He started as manager of 
the Terrace and District Com- 
munity Services Recycling 
depot. He ran that for more 
than three years. Then, when 
Community Services decided to 
go out of the recycling business, 
he bought hem out and opened 
up on his own. For the past five 
years, Sharyk has owned and 
operated Northcoast Metal Re- 
cycling, behind Finning Tractor 
on Evergreen St. He says it is 
called "meta l  recycl ing" 
because metals make up most of 
his recycling business. 
He will buy non-ferrous 
metals (metals not containing 
iron) or batteries from anyone in 
the area who wants to sell them. 
He has the required license to 
collect batteries for the whole 
region. The batteries he's 
gathered to date are stacked in 
his storage yard, awaiting trans- 
port to Vancouver. He says that 
probably won't happen until 
March because the transport 
truck has to be specially equip- 
ped to catch any spill from the 
batteries. And, the transport 
company may need special 
licensing as well. 
Sharyk says battery prices are 
stable, so he hopes.he can stay in 
that particular sector of recyc- 
ling and help clean up the en- 
vironment. He is concerned that 
many people still take old bat- 
teries to the dump. 
All materials recycled through 
Northcoast are cleaned by the 
operation before shipping. Beer 
cans from Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat, Smithers, Hazelton and 
Terrace are crushed into squares 
of aluminum and stacked on 
pallets weighing one metric 
tonne. This is done on a contract 
basis through the Liquor Dis- 
tribution Branch. Harry does 
the same thing with soft drink 
cans. 
Any glass dropped off at 
Northcoast Metal Recycling is 
"culled" or broken up by hand. 
It would be too expensive to pur- 
chase a crushing machine. 
He has attempted to recycle 
cardboard in the past, but ship- 
ping costs were prohibitive. 
All Northcoast's reeyeleables 
are crated and shipped to Van- 
couver for processing. 
Sharyk is pleased that a re- 
carpenter for B.C. Hydro prior 
to entering the  recycling 
business. He and his family 
moved north to Prince Rupert in 
' 1.962 and then on to Terrace in 
1973: Hel does the "mechanic"- 
ing on the forklift used in his 
business and on any of the other 
machinery that might need 
repairs. He calls himself 'a jack 
of all trades...' One needs to be 
in his•business,. :: " " " " 
Sharyk  feels: that: eventually 
the government will legislate 
compulsory recycling. H e •says, 
" I t  will come to that  point. 
Everybody should pay a little re-' 
cycling fee as the product is pro- 
duced and sold. Then it can be 
• recycled at no additional cost to 
the consumei" or the •govern- 
ment."  
cycling 
organized in Terrace. He sees no 
reason why they can't go ahead 
with any plans to educate the 
community to be more aware of 
recycling andto  encourage 
residents to utilize any recycling 
services that they may be able to 
organize. He could then expand 
his own business to buy and pro- 
cess for recycling any materials 
they might bring him. 
At present, Northeoast Metal 
Recycling employs two residents 
from Osborne Home and 
another client of the Ministry of 
Health, three hours per day, two 
days per week. His two sons 
work for him on a full-time basis 
and his wife does the bookkeep- 
ing. 
Sharyk was a journeyman 
coalition has been ..... : 
, . , .  . ."  . - . : , - ;  : : . .  ' . : :~ . .  " . . , . ~ . . .  . .~ . .~  . . . . .  
award Top executive 
nominations open 
The Terrace and •.District 
Chamber of Commerce is now 
accepting nominations for the 
1990 Business Executive of the 
Year award. The Chamber will 
be accepting nominations until 
May 31, and forms are available 
at the InfoCentre on Highway 
16. 
This year's award will be pre- 
sented in conjunction with the 
Chamber's installation of ex- 
ecutive officers June 23. In 
previous years the two were 
separate vents. 
It will be the fifth year for the 
Business Executive of the Year 
award. Previous •winners were 
McDonald's proprietor Mal- 
colm Hilcove, Bob Wilkinson of 
Wilkinson Business Machines, 
• the Northern .Drugs' team of 
Gerry Martin and Larry Krause, 
and Terrace Review, publishers 
Mark and Marjorie Twyford. 
11=." 
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'WhereToFind:It' 
~ Terrace.. 
.~ Tree Tr~mm~ng 
Will cut down any tree! 
"$AFEL Y', ~~ 
=!,000,000 liability for YOUR protect ion '~ ' 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone: 635-7400 • 
I  "Guide : 
,Ucp GeoceeY 
~ -  Laundromat & Carwash 
op°. 8:30. ,o:so 
n Team t 2701 S Kalum 10 [~ \'~"~-'[',,~ " 635-6180 
R & R CONTRACTING 
Phone 638-0206 Free Estimates/ 
FRAMING 
ROOFING 
CEDAR SIDING 
DRYWALL 
PAINTING 
No job too small! 
4B26DavsAvenue 1[___ . Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
: ~: Phone: 604-635.2444 
, Serving Northwestern B,C. 
. . . .  w m ~  
i i i I i III 
I d ,o to . , , . . . o , . , . -  
i " Snowmobi les • Medne Supplies 
I ~ TERRACE A EQUIPMENT ~lm~~ll 
I ~ "  SALESR • LTD, 
. . .  
Harry Sharyk (right) is operating a comprehensive metal, glass'and paper recycling depot in 
Terrace on Evergreen St. with the help of employees like John Twin. Sharyk hopes to ex- 
• pand the types of material he can recycle as public education and awareness on the issue 
grows. 
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Hydro project proposed 
A Vancouver-based ngineer- 
ing and development company 
wants to build a $7.5 million 
hydroelectric project in the 
Ecstall River valley about 100 
kilometers southwest of Terrace. 
Synex Energy Resources Ltd. 
submitted the proposal to B.C. 
Hydro in May 1989, and com- 
pany manager Glen McDonnell 
said last week they are currently 
discussing it with the utility but 
have not yet secured a contract. 
Synex developed the proposal 
in response to Hydro's an- 
nouncement during the previous 
year that it was seeking power 
generation ideas from private 
companies, McDonnell said. 
The company did a full assess- 
ment study of potential small 
hydro generating sites for the 
provincial government in 1982, 
he added, and Brown Lake in 
the Esctall valley was identified 
at that time as one of the lowest 
capital cost developments in 
B.C. 
McDonnell said the Brown 
Lake project came in response to 
a province-wide call for pro- 
posals, but Hydro did not iden- 
tify any projected power shor- 
tages in the Northwest~ 
Theproject outline proposes 
construction of a 500-meter tun- 
nel from Brown Lake~ .which 
would be used for water storage 
purposes,• to a six megawat tur- 
bine generator. The power 
would be transferred into the 
hydro grid through a 69 kilovolt 
transmission line two kilometers 
long. 
Hydro  already has a 
generating plant at Falls River, 
further up the Ecstall, and the 
Brown Lake project would tie 
into the existing transmission 
lines on the east bank of the 
river. 
McDonnell said Synex is look- 
ing at a "moving window" of 18 
months for construction of the 
plant after the contract with 
Hydro is signed. The average 
workforce needed to build it Will 
be 20-25 people, he said, with 
one attendant required to 
operate it after completion. 
• Synex will be seeking a contract 
for power sales in the order of 20 
years, he added. 
! 
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TERRACE LTD. 
4711.A Keith Ave. 
A uto Glass Speclaflsts 
ICBC clairns handled promptly 
638.1166 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
CHANGES 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
~- Wolfe .Tanning System 
~, LANZA products 
Phone for an appoinhne|d 
635-9666 
uide 
PRO-TECH - il a 
ELECTRONIC 
E NG IN EE RING,, o.,o, o, ,,0, 
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SATELMTE T.V. 
1635-51341 
4519 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
i 
i 
HI-QUALiTY BELTING & ~ Rust Protection for TOTAL 
CONTRACTING SERVICES J~ l  New and used 
Inflatable Boat Repairs J BUSINESS SERVICES 
Durable-- High Quality ~ Vehicles 
i . TYP ING 
Vulcanizing Repairs I * VOICE PAGERS.  PHOTOCOPYING 
We special ize in conveyor belt  J * 24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE  
instal lations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley Jagging J d  638-8195 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0663 iJ~Jl'113238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., VeG 2N4 !-~ 
i 
••#•. .@' -=- ' : _ : -•@•.  
~. ;~.~, :  ~ , . - : .  . ~ = - ,  .~-~"~.~._[.~_~.~Jm ~ ~  
- ~  . . . .  ~ . . . .  ' : - -~ .  • , - -~-~, r  *¢ '~. .~; :~.  ~,.~...~.,~.~'~:.~:.~.~..-'~..::,,- . . . .  
MERC CRUISERS ~ MAfllHER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIBHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA.POWER PROOUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
• DL No. 7eao & POWER PRODUCTS 
~.~_ ._~ 4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 
- Cuslomer service is our No. I priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices are VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4140 Lakelso Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
.I - , - , . . ,638-1168 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN -- INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL- RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Sknl)e~o Cres. 
TaD'ace, B.C. 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . ,  if  not . . ,  tell us." 
RON or AL 4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1N4 
• Phone 638-1991, 
 JOffs PhoLo Craphic  
Weddings John Roclers 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
I 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5298 
Res. 635-5~44 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-71581 
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tion nd A New Year's resolu . - " " a 
Wedn.esdey a commitment to the 1990's 
with ou, air conditioning costs up to cages.. ,  our entire way of thinki g or 
50 percent), and offer protec- Return refundable con- else let apathy, incompetence 
tion from cold winds in winter, tainers. Save scrap metal, n and greed rule the world. If you Fae • Look for ways to conserve. There is money to be made i really care about something that 
::i::ii!i!i!~ i and recycle water, i saving the environment, is happening out there, instead 
by Fae Mooney • Look for ways to recycle as Think before you throw of sitting back and saying, 'Oh, 
• " " " e ' ':~;~: :~ many things as possible, something out -  can tt b well, what a shame, get out 
• Cooperate with local efforts reused? Sold? Donated? there and say something about 
The environment. Like the threat o our wildlife is more to recycle. Participate in the Northwest i t . . .  
weather, ° ' "~""~ is talking ~,v  ,wa  7 ~ . . v  . . . . . . .  
about it. Like the weather, 
what can we do about it? 
Can one person make a dif- 
ference? 
We Canadians are developing 
a reputation for being among 
the most wasteful people in the 
world. That reputation does 
not fit the image we have of 
ourselves, unfortunately. 
Do you know that passenger 
vehicles (we Canadians own 15 
million of them) account for 
fully half of the world's fossil 
fuel consumption! 
Do you know that disposable 
diapers are used by 85 percent 
of diapering households and 
that each Canadian throws out 
from 1.3 to 1.8 kilograms of 
household waste every  day? 
That adds up to 16 million ton- 
nes per year, nation-wide. 
1~ you know that in Canada 
o~y ,w ~ percent of our waste 
i.~ r~-:' ed? (In Japan it's over 
50 pez~-ent.) 
What are we doing to this 
planet? A poster, published by 
the Society for the Protection 
of Animals, shows a sea bird 
on a shore, Frothy white sea 
foam dapples the sand. It 
should be a beautiful picture. 
Except that a.wave washed the 
bird ashore. It's dishevelled, 
wings unnaturally spread; its 
head rests on the sand in a 
strange position. Displayed 
around its neck --  a plastic 
ring from a beer 6-pack. The 
bird is dead. Strangled. Acc0r- 
ding t ° the society, two million 
marine animals die every year 
because of 50,000 tonnes of 
plastic garbage that is dumped 
into oceans. "And you thought 
you were just killing a few 
beers," says- the poster. Terrace 
presently has only one recycling 
facility. The extent of our 
municipal waste management is 
weekly garbage pick-up. 
But we do care. 
The conservation ethic in 
Canada dates back 100 years to 
such well-known figures as 
Ernest Thompson Seton, 
naturalist and writer, and en- 
vironmentalist James B. 
Harkin, an acknowledged 
leader in wildlife conservation 
and our first commissioner of. 
national parks (1911-1936). 
This sense of responsibility o
the environment considerably 
pre-dates the birth of the en- 
vironment movement in the 
1960's. Itdoes show that Cana- 
dians care. 
In the early part of this cen- 
tury James Harkin promoted a
parks concept 0f.conserva tion 
" i,of unspoiled and publicly 
accessible wilderness." Early in 
the century the concern was 
• concentrated on saving wildlife 
,(suchas the:bison) that had 
: been hunted ~almost to extinc- 
insidious... Ever sifice the 
pioneering work of Rachel Car- 
son, evidence has been moun- 
ting that manmade toxins in 
the food chain are harming 
wildlife.., and may be threaten- 
ing human health as well." 
Darragh quoted environmen- 
tai scientist and activist F. Ken- 
neth Hare: "There is a crisis in 
the natural world caused by the 
destructiveness of the human 
economy." 
The destructiveness of the 
human economy is what 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton ad- 
dressed almost exclusively in 
his winter issue of Skeena 
Report. "Every householder is 
going to have to assume 
responsibility," he said, concer- 
ning the deterioration of the 
ozone layer around our planet. 
"Our very future will depend 
upon how responsibly each per- 
son.., acts." Mr. Fulton wrote 
graphically, and with urgency, 
about the state of the environ- 
ment. On the potential for 
global warming, he said, 
"Every person is going to have 
to pitch in to help slow down 
the process." 
Every householder. Every 
person. Each one of us. 
In the past year polls have 
revealed the environment to be 
one of our major concerns. 
Most of us are willing to pay, 
if necessary, to help clean up 
our environment, and slow 
down the process of its 
disintegration. Canadians are 
listening, to the strong voices of 
our scientists and environmen- 
talists. 
But what Can one person do? 
Our representative in Ottawa 
has several suggestions: "There 
are many things that each of us 
can do to help protect and 
clean-up the environment." 
Listed here are some of them: 
• Avoid purchasing products 
that contain ozone-destroying 
CFC's (some aerosol sprays) or 
that are packaged in styrofoam 
containers (eggs, fast foods). 
• Walk or 'cycle wherever you 
have to go in town; car pool or 
take the bus whenever you can 
--  leave your car at home; 
avoid using fossil fuels. 
• Use recycled paper, if you 
can find it (comment mine, not 
Mr. Fulton's). 
® Buy goods in recyclable 
glass containers. 
® Avoid purchasing over- 
packaged items. 
• Shop at stores that sell pro-' 
ducts compatible with the en- 
vironment. 
• Look for ways to make 
your home more energy effi- 
cient. 
o Plant more shurbs and trees 
- -  they are the lungs of  our 
planet (one tree absorbs almost 
12 kgs. ofcarbon dioxidean- 
rurally), they also offer shade in . ,  , • l i im_~i_ . , ;  1)t • tton. *!uuay, says Inn D~x- 
,~ragh 6f the.Royal Canadian ,A,ummer,(as few as threetre~ 
Geographtcal.$0ciety, "the ~ •planted around your home can 
• Avoid using chemical fer- 
tilizers and pesticides; look for 
natural methods of controlling 
pests and use natural fertilizers 
such as manure and compost 
(from your own heap in the 
back yard). 
• Avoid disposable and one-. 
use items (such as diapers),L 
• Consider organic gardening; 
read publications such as Har- 
rowsmith and Organic Garden- 
ing. 
• Learn as much as you can 
about working with the en- 
vironment. 
It's not difficult o come up 
with more ideas once you start 
thinking about it: 
Like making your own 
"designer" shopping bags. 
When asked at the check-out, 
"paper or plasticT"you can 
reply, "I have my own, thank 
you." 
Use cloth instead of paper: 
cotton hankies instead of paper 
facial tissues; torn-up old 
sheets, shirts, and towels as 
rags instead of J-cloths, fabric 
dinner napkins in place of 
paper napkins... : 
Wra'l~ parcels to be mailed 
with cup-open paper grocery 
bags; use them to line pet 
Community College's planned 
Environmental Awareness 
Week (dates have not yet been 
set). Public response is needed. 
Call the college (635-6511, local 
' 266, between 8:00 a.m. and 
12:00 noon) with your sugges- 
tions and concerns. They are 
seeking input on issues of 
• specific concern to individuals 
in northwest B.C. Because --  
"everyone is affected by the 
environment." 
Read Jim Fulton's report on 
the environment. Copies are 
still available at his Terrace 
constituency office (phone 
number "638-1818). 
An individual responsibility 
Canad ian  singer Bryan 
Adams spoke out against en- 
vironmental destruction i  a re- 
cent Alive magazine interview. 
"My greatest environmental 
fear," he said, "is people. We 
are the cause of most of the ma- 
jor ecological disasters -- 
nuclear leaks, oil spills, sewage 
pollution; chemicals in foods, 
acid rain,  deforestat ion,  
depleting fish stocks, extinction 
of wildlife, etc~ We are ce~ainly 
our own worst enemy and before 
we will be able to save this 
planet, we will have to change 
"Each and every person,. 
whether famous or not, carries 
the burden of responsibility on 
their shoulders as to the future 
of this vlanet. 
As just one person, what is 
Bryan Adams doing to help save 
the environment? "I try to con- 
serve energy at home by turning 
fights off, I recycle all of my 
newspaper..." 
(As a point of interest: if  we 
were to recycle ven half of our 
old newspapers, 80 million 
trees a year could be saved.) 
"I use a timed sprinkler 
system to save on water," the 
singer stated, "we don't use any 
chemical or detergent products 
for cleaning other than 100 per- 
cent biodegradable soaps, we re- 
use plastic bags for shopping 
and never buy aerosol cans that 
hurt the ozone layer. I've cut out 
red meat, and the fist goes on." 
We have begun a new year. 
And a new decade. For the 
1990% as an environmental goal 
Bryan Adams suggests that we 
"think globally, act locally." 
The environment. Can one 
person make a difference7 I 
had better... 
Waste.conscious classroom 
widens young.perspectives 
Contributed by 
Stephanle Wiebe, for 
the Terrace and District 
Teachers' Association 
There's a terrarium full of in- 
sects and  fungi near the doo r . 
Two hamsters rest in their cages, 
and two birds usually fly freely 
through the room. Every inch of 
wall space is covered with pic- 
tures, projects, and signs. 
Under the heading of "Things 
to look forward to", there's a 
list of interesting activities like 
"dinner at my house", and 
"gum chewing p.m.". In one 
corner is an arrangement of 
large pillows near a bookshelf, 
inviting readers to curl up com- 
fortably. Desks are arranged in 
odd groupings, and the room 
has an atmosphere of organized 
chaos. This is Mrs. Cox's Grade 
5 and 6 class at Clarence Michiel 
school. 
The birds catch your attention 
first. The idea of birds flying 
around in a classroom seems 
bizarre, but the birds are com- 
fortable and the kids enjoy 
• them. Recently, one of the birds 
died during an' incident ~Of: ~ffn- 
dalism, but Mrs. Cox says, 
"Two of the girls took it upon 
themselves to bring in a new 
bird." The birds are temporarily 
cagedt0 allow for the new mem- 
ber's adjustment. The students 
take care of. the animals, and 
tend to the plants that hang 
cheerfully by the window. ' 
Individual student projects 
are fined'up on a display table, 
this month's project being about 
recycling. The kids toured 
through other classrooms' gar- 
bage cans, noting the types of 
refuse and discussing possible 
alternatives that could be used to 
cut down on waste. After some 
brainstorming and discussion, 
they were then given guidelines 
for a project involving the reuse 
of materials that would other- 
wise be tossed into a garbage 
can. 
Jenny made a newspaper-log 
roller, Carrie made a small 
"egg" cooker from a coffee tin~ 
and Jason made a fantastic 
replica of a propeller plane from 
seven pop cans. The table is 
almost overflowing with various 
usable recycled items. Each stu- 
dent introduces their project to 
the class, explaining the 
• materials used, and the cost and 
time involved. Their classmates 
ask questions, while Mrs. Cox 
videotapes the presentations. 
"Where did you get the 
idea?"... "How long did it take 
you to make that?" Ideas are 
shared, and the students support 
each presenter with applause. 
Recycling is not a new con- 
cept, but for these kids, this 
"hands on" exPerience brings. 
the idea closer, makes it more 
• relevant to them. Mrs. Cox said 
she's "become more aware at 
home" of the recycling potential 
we all have, and her students 
have displayed their ingenuity 
and. creativity in this field. They 
are showing each other what 
they know, and sharing what 
they're learning, a prevalent 
idead in this classroom. 
They are learning more than 
they realize. 
NOTICE 
• The City of Terrace wil l pick up discard- 
ed Christmas trees on January 3rd and 
4th, 1990.-Please place trees ,where 
refuse.is normally leftforpick up. 
Public Works DePartment 
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In. n oce  n,t 'un t i'l p rove  
When sexual abuse charges are. 
ia,d, the accusedcan .become, 
the victim 
Most people are outraged when they first hear of the 
activities of people like Robert Willoughby or Clifford 
Olson. At the time of their trials, their sordid acts were 
well-documented in the press, and people were asking: 
"How can this happen? What sort of  person would do 
these kinds of things to children?" 
by Ted Strachan 
could be described as a fear- 
driven, lynch-mob mentality it's 
possible for the accused found 
innocent by law to be guilty for 
life in the eyes of his peers. So 
great is this fear of the child 
molester that our society places 
great pressure on the legal 
system to indiscriminately ex- 
tricate anyone tainted with an 
accusation from our com- 
munities. 
This cry for blind justice, 
however, may have caused 
unintended but irreparable 
damage to those same corn- 
munities it was designed to pro- 
tect. Not only has it created a 
phenomenon that some describe 
as a "witch hunt", it may in- 
advertently have placed the most 
effective disciplinary weapon 
ever devised iwthe hands of.our 
children. - 
The common belief that 
"Children don't lie about these 
things" may be in need of re- 
examination. The child who has 
been scorned by a parent, guar- 
dian or caregiver has only to say, 
"He abused me," to set the 
heavy wheels of justice in mo- 
tion. 
Sorting out the truth in these 
matters is difficult. It's the word 
of the adult against he child. 
How are we to determine the 
truth? More .improtantly, how 
are we going to treat he accused 
before he's proven quilty? The 
following article tells the story 
of one local father who was 
charged with sexual abuse but 
found innocentby a judge and 
jury. The child had lied. The 
father, though, still lives with 
the stigma of the accusation and 
tremendous costs of his defense. 
Could this happen to you? 
/ 
he's left with a $12,000 bill for 
his defence and no hope of 
recovering his loss. And he's not 
the first. 
(This is a true story but names, 
dates and any details not impor- 
tant to the issues involved have 
been changed to avoid identify- 
ing innocent persons.) 
Almost a decade ago, a young 
Terrace couple decided they 
would like to be foster parents. 
They had no children of their 
own and the idea they could help 
children in need was attractive to 
them. They were soon offered 
four children, ages six to 11. The 
natural mother was an alcoholic 
and due to  neglect the children 
had been made wards of the 
court. This meant a long-term 
placement, and the new parents: 
couldn't have been happier. 
"We fully expected the 
children to be with us until they 
were able to function on their 
own as young adults," recalls 
their foster mother. 
But this vision of a normal, 
happy family wasn't o last long. 
As; .ward.s. of the c6urt ,  the. 
chil~en were listed in the: pro- 
vincial adoption bulletin. In this 
bulletin they were described as 
"Special needs" children. This 
fact was known to the parents 
when they were considering 
fostering the four children, but 
having no experience it meant 
little to them. Besides, the 
children seemed normal enough 
and social workers hadn't made 
a point of emphasizing the fact 
that they were special needs 
children, so why worry? 
It wasn't long, though, before 
the full implications of deaiir~g 
with the term "special needs" 
became apparent. All four 
children were about two to three 
years behind in their emotional 
and intellectual development. 
When they first arrived, the new 
parents discovered that the 
children had difficulty following 
even the simplest of directions; 
communication skills and per- 
sonal hygiene were poor. Most 
affected was the youngest. 
"At the age of six Danny was 
only able to speak three 
understandable words," recalls 
the foster mother. "Social Ser- 
vices told us he had a 's l ight '  
speech problem." 
In addtion to this, because of 
some of the things they were told 
by the children, they also believ- 
ed that eight-year-old Brenda 
had been sexually assaulted at an 
early age. They asked for help 
but, "Social Service:~ did very 
little to give us emotional sup- 
port in dealing with the 
children." A tremendous chal- 
lenge was before them, but they 
cared for the children and 
anything else didn't  seem to 
matter. They had every reason 
to believe that with a little love 
"They must be stopped," was 
the public cry for justice. And 
since that time Willoughby, 
Olson and many others like 
them have been stopped. 
They're in jail, 
Since those trials, though, a 
growing number of cases involv- 
ing varying degrees of child sex- 
ual abuse have been heard in 
Canadian courtrooms. And in 
each case, what was believed to 
be an appropriate sentence has 
been handed own. In each case 
the legal process was carried out 
under full public scrutiny and 
sentences were handed down 
with the full approval of society. 
Morethan approval, perhaps 
even a sense of revenge. It's 
unlikely society will ever 
welcome these people back. 
• B~there is a negative side to 
-the public's perception of the 
acts/6f Willoughby and Olson. 
They have, for many, become 
the stereotype sexual abuser. 
Their i~ate has become an exam- 
ple of the harsh treatment 
awaiting other deviates .of this 
sort who are unable to control 
their behavior. This is society's 
censure and deterrent, but it also 
raises questions about the pur- 
pose and operation of the justice 
system. 
A case in point could be the 
Kelowna teacher currently seek- 
ing re-entrance tohis profession. 
According to our justice system, 
he has paid for his crime and 
should be allowed to work. Un- 
trusting parents, however, see 
things differently. This is a pro- 
blem that's going to get worse 
before it gets any better and it's 
a problem that needs to be 
dealth with. What are we going 
to do with offenders who say 
they've learned their lesson? Of- 
fenders who say they will "never 
do it again"? Can they ever be 
trusted? 
Some people may have 
pondered this question, but 
most have probably concluded 
that an answer just doesn't exist. 
The majority, though, are ap- 
p~,rently of the view that there's 
nothing to debate. The sexual 
abase of children, they say, is 
tantamount tomurder and while 
ov,~ 'justice system founders in 
philosophical debate, social 
justice must maintain a standard 
of swift, firm and unforgiving 
punishment. 
What's wrong with this posi- 
tion, however, is the fact that it 
most often leads to the assump- 
tion that the accused is guilty 
|be'fore'i'being' tr ied.  With what 
L .  
The cost  of caring 
Have you ever sexually abused 
a child7 It may not matter. It 
seems that yo u could be accused 
and charged anyway. In fact you 
could end up before a judge and 
jury, and, if you're not suc- 
cessful in your defense.., in jail. 
This is the story of foster 
family, in ~ the • Terrace area and 
the devastation caused by a lie. 
It doesn't matter, though, that it 
was a faster family. The accused 
could just as easily been the 
natural father, the grandfather, 
baby sitter, minister or a 
teacher. The important facts are 
~hat an innocent man was accus- 
ed, charged and tried. Even 
though the justice system work, 
ed  and his innocence• proven, 
and a good home these children 
would soon overcome their dif- 
ficulties. 
But it wasn't going to be easy. 
Due to the hardships they had 
suffered early-in life the three 
younger children fought and lied 
continually. Carol, the second 
youngest, eventually improved 
but Danny, and particularly 
Brenda, fai led to respond. 
"Brenda continually undermin- 
ed all attempts for us to survive 
as a happy family," recalls the 
mother. "She was extremely 
jealous of Carol and physically 
and mentally abused her." 
In time though~ Allan, the 
oldest, and Carol and Danny 
became very attached to their 
new parents. They were becom- 
ing a family. But the constant 
undermining by Brenda con- 
tinued, and after three years of 
effort the foster parents finally 
asked that she be removed from 
the home. They felt it was in the 
best interest of the other three. 
But his wouldn't be allowed. 
"The all go or they all stay," the 
mother says she was told by a 
social worker. So, unable to give 
up the three, they kept all four. 
Two years later, the mother's 
health was fairing and again the 
parents asked Social Services to 
remove Brenda. "A co-worker • 
of my husband's was an ex- 
perienced foster parent and was 
willing to take the two girls," 
recalls the mother. "We hated to 
see Carol go. But that's the only 
way ~ Socia l  .Services would 
agree." ' 
Brenda and Carol stayed at 
their new home for a year and 
half but finally had to be moved 
because of physical violence of 
Brenda towards Carol. ' !They 
have been in another home for 
twoyears and are still together," 
says the original foster mother. 
And, "Brenda has inflicted eep • 
scars on Carol's arms,,' She says 
she made several attempts to 
have the girls separated, but as it 
was put to her by one social 
worker, "Sisters should be 
together. ' '  
Still, the  original foster 
parents tried to maintain contact 
between the children and occa- 
sionally invited the girls to their 
home to visit their brothers. This 
seemed to work well for about 
four years. "The girls came will- 
ingly and happily to see us and 
their brothers,', she recalled 
until about tw o years ago, when 
Brenda failed to show up for a 
Christmas Eve visit. After many 
years of tension, this was the last 
straw. The girls were almost 10 
years older now and their 
original foster mother felt they 
were old enough to decide for 
themselves if they wished to 
maintain contact. 
"I felt I could show preferen- 
tial treatment to Carol and not 
feel too guilty," she says, and a 
little over a month later took 
Carol and her older brother out 
to dinner. 
Exactly nine days later, the 
RCMP were looking for her hus- 
band. She was told that Brenda 
had filed charges of sexual 
assault and that, "Young 
children don't lie." Brenda was 
17 at the time and the. complaint 
was made less than a week after 
her evening out with Carol and 
Allan. 
As a result of Brenda's cam- 
continued on page 17 
Teachers in fear 
of abuse charges 
False accusations of sexual abuse laid against teachers by their 
students have become a growing cause for alarm and concern, ac- 
cording to the president of the Terrace District Teachers' 
Association. 
Greig Houlden said during an interview in December that the 
problem has become serious enough that the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation has struck a task force to deal with it. 
Unfounded accusations of sexual abuse are invariably 
devastating to the professional and personal ives of teachers, 
even when the accused is found innocent in court. Houlden says 
he knows of at least two teachers in the Northwest "whose 
careers were terminated, even with exoneration.., the impact is 
severe, it's an extremely serious problem.'" 
The provincial government has been lauded for the establish- 
ment of an anonymous, toll.free reporting line for child abuse, 
bn~. authorities tend to downplay the impact of what they term 
"vexatious complaints" called in by people, both adults and chil- 
dren, who have revenge on their minds. Houlden says the prob- 
lem is not in the reporting system, however, but in the investiga. 
tion procedures and the way charges are laid, 
"There seems to be an ad hoe policy on the part of authorities 
to air the charges publicly and wait for other complainants to 
come forward," he said. 
He described the investigating procedure as a "lockstep policy 
that handcuffs the (school) board". Ministry of Education 
policy, he said, requires school or district administrators to report 
all allegations - -  without investigating them - -  to the Ministry of 
Social Services and housing, who are required to go directly to 
the RCMIP. Once the RCMP are involved, he stated, "there is no 
pretense of confidentiality." 
Even if the courts subsequently find that the charges should 
never have been brought forward, he said, careers are still ruined 
by "suspicion, rumor and mistrust". 
"This kind of stigma carries a lot of weight," he said. 
Houlden noted that the TDTA is in the process of addressing 
the issue with School District 88 administration. "Teachers are 
feeling very vulnerable~'.hhe/mid, ll~i~o~:;, l t~,;O~ .~I, 'V; r~a~z 
= 
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Janet Lennox, a member of the 1989 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School gradu- 
ating class, was recently presented with 
the Premier's Excellence Award at a lunch- 
eon in Victoria by Premier Bill Vander Zalm 
and Bruce Strachan, Minister for Advance 
Education and Job Training. The annual 
award goes to one student from each of the 
province's 15 college regions and carries a 
cash value of $5,000 toward post.secondary 
education costs. Lennox ~s studying 
English, languages, anthropology and 
sociology at the University of Victoria. 
January jots --events in history 
Compiled by.Tom Taggart 
3an. 1: NEW YEAR'S DAY (since 1582) (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))). 
Death of the professional photographer, Edward Weston (1958). 
INDEPENDENCE DAY, Republic of Cuba (1959). 
Jan. 3: Territory of Alaska becomes 49th U.S. state (1959). 
3an. 4: Death of the Nobel Laureates, Albert Camus (1960) and T.S. Eliot (1965). 
Jan. 6: Emperor Hirohito descends from the throne (1989). 
3an. 7: Revolution in Switzerland (1800). 
Jan. 8: Wall Street aftershock:.Dow Jones Industrials plunge 14.1 ~oints (1988). 
3an. 9: Richard Nixon evolves to human life form (1913). 
Jan. 10: Birth of the Poet, Robinson Jeffers (1887). 
London: United Nations General Assembly convenes first session (1946). 
• FULL MOON, 1990. 
Ian. 12: Birth of Edmund Burke (1729), protagonist for "Rights of Man". 
Birth of Jack London (1876), deathof Agatha Christe (1976). 
13: "Banned in America" author, James Joyce passes on(1941). ' • an.  
Jan. 14: 
3an. 15: 
J i l t .  116: 
Jan. r/: 
,JBn. 20: 
'Jim. 21: 
. .  22 :  
Jan, 23:. 
• . . Jan. 24: 
, - - .  " r~ • • 
. . • , . . Ju .  2S:, 
: . ,  " . 
Death of Humphrey Bogart (1957), Anais Nin (1977), and Kurt Godel (1978). ' 
German police kill revolutionaries Rosa Luxemburg and. Karl Liebnecht (1919) . .  . . .  
Vancouver: Death of Angus Stewart; Canadian frontiersman/railr0ader (195~). '. ; 
MARTIN LUTHER. KING, JR. DAY/USA, 1990. 
FBI rubs• out Kate "Ma" Barker and youngest son, Freddie (1935). 
Birth of Benjamin Franklin 0706) and Anton Chekhov' (1860). 
USAF dumps four nuke bombs'near Palomares, Spain (1966), but no boom. 
Capital punishment returns to U.S. gratis of Gary ("Let's Do It!")Gilmore (1977). 
Birth and death, respectively, of the Poets, Edgar PO e (1809) andRob. Jeffers .(1962), i 
Russia: Birth o f  the author o f  "We" ,  Eugeny Zamyatin (1884). 
E! salvador peasant revolt takes lives of 30,000 humans (1932). .. . 
Big Brothercal ls upon V.I. Lenin (1924) and George Orwell (1950). " " 
Dramatist/mystic August Strindberg com~ to the fore(1849).' • :. •, : '. ,. . , .. . 
'"Gwas Inglubil" Chief Cetewayo and 20,000 Zulus massacre "Brit' troops (1879),. , ,,. " , 
Undersexed U.S. cruise missile crashes at"Pdmxose Lake, Alberta.(1986) . . . .  
Exxon Valdez skipper Joseph Hazelwoodgoes to.triid in Anchorage 0990)2, '* ' " • 
North Korean gunboats capture U.S. spy ship "Pueblo" (1968). 
Record low temperature of -80W. recorded at prospect Camp, Alaska (1971). 
Death of  Paul Robeson,  singer, actor,, humanist (1976). - • " 
Jim Marshall finds gold on South Fork of American. River, California (1848). 
Death of  WW2 ruts, native soldier Ira Hayes (1955) and Sir Winston Churchill (1965). 
Florida: Mass murderer Ted Bundy tells no more lies (1989). 
Saul of Tarsus sees blinding light (A.D. 33), tells the world. . . . .  
Birth of the poet, and Son of Scotland, Robert Burns (1759). 
South Africa: Fred Wells finds dazzling 3106 carat diamond (1905). ' " 
-Death of the AmericAn entrepreneur, Alphonso Scarface Cat)one (1947). 
, ,  . . - .  
• " • " -  t . 
cttuoClt 
DII ECTO Y. 
~Xhe path  o f the  just is as 
J the shining l ight, that  shin- 
J eth more and more unto the 
J perfect  day.  
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
/ i  i¸¸¸i : 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 P'm" Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. " 
"4830 Stroume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Priest In Charge: 
10:00 a.m. " 
Sunday School classes are held during lira 9 a.m. service. Child. Ven. J.A. MacKenzie 
care Is available during the 9 a.m. service. 
4506 Lokelse Avenue L /h i  AAlioo~"IUI 
i 
Christ Lutheran Church 
635-5520 
Sunday School - -  11:30 o.m. 
Worship f f~wde.o - -  11:30 a.m. 
Prater:  Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 
Terrace Seventh-Day AdventistChurch 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh: 635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting" 
Sqturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635.3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Pastor • 
W.E. Glasspell 
"prayer Meet ing :  
Sunday School: 
(for oll ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11i00 o.m. 6:30 p.m. i 
3302Sharks  Street 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
. • , . . 
• , Knox, United,Church 
Su.ndny Worn hip: ' ,EVening Worship: .. Mlnlsten 
1Q:30 a.m:, --'. " ' Every 2nd'and 4th - "  StanBaIMY: 
~• Smida]t School: . Sunday, 4th Sunday: " Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m; hymns onlY 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazeiie Ave. ' 635 .6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Service: Pastor:. 
8:30 a.m. .. Johri Caplln 
Associate Pastor:. Glltf Slebert 
', Sundsy:,Sehool: . . . . . .  Pra~r Time:. ' . . . . .  
'10:00 a.m.. -:, ' : " : /'-" " " 6:00 p.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. Evening servia: 6;30 P'm- - .I 
3511 EbyStre_.et 
m m = i i i m =  
' , ;. ' ' •The Alliance Church 
Family Bible" School: Pastor: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 o,m. , . . " ' Au' t  Pastor:Douglas Glnn' 
!. Worshlp:~rvlce:"i1:00 a.m.'  PelldwshlP" Servlto 6:30 p.m. 
: :: ,:, : .. - '  7 ' Al l  are cordially*invited :.~ 
• • "~Y~ut.h Ministries • Home Blble Studies *" Vlsltatlo~ 
i4923 AgorA,venue 635.1121 
_ _  - -  
The SalVation Army 
Sunday Services: . . . .  
• ~l:3Oa.m; Christian Education (all ages) 
,11 :IX) o.m. Hol'ine'ss ,Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
Fo# Furth4r In~rhtat lon tol l  '" 
' . , t~3 Welsh Aveh0e 6~15-6480 
Andreasson "chosen" by aliens for UFO voyqe (1967);.....'.  ,* ~ , J ! ~ ' "  , _ . 
'" . . : :~. " "~ '. NASA:" Need Another Seven Astronauts (1986), Oiallenger space dhutle.flames.out;:i-il i " ' * " . i . : l : . i i - : J t u t "  ~ ' . - < p e ~ - e ~ ' = ~ ,  ,..... cl ~. ' -a :[ ,i 
://"":t,, i .~-.  Birth of Tom Paine (1737), death of the p(mt,rR0tmrt"Frost (1~)', i .  '.: : '" "~/"  :i I :~ l . i{~ ~' , . -  ... ', , P_, 
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Hospital says too 
rnany use emergency 
Mills Memorial Hospital has 
experienced a significant in- 
crease in the number of visits to 
!ts iemergency department since 
1986. The  reason for this 
phenomenon is quite simple. On 
April 1st, 1986, the Ministry of 
Health ordered hospitals to 
remove the $10'emergency visit 
fee .  
Almost immediate ly ,  
hospitals across the province felt 
increasing demands, pressures 
and expectations placed on their 
emergency departments. In the 
instance of Mills Memorial 
Hospital, this translated into a 
42 percent increase, with usage 
still on the rise. Many hospitals 
in the province have separate 
departments for outpatient ser- 
vices (eg: removal of stitches) 
and emergencyservices, but 
Mills combines the two in its 
emergency department. 
Since the removal of the $10 
fee, many older patients who 
didn't want to abuse the hospital 
service or the doctors have 
become more inclined to use the 
emergency services and avoid 
the hassles of a visit to a doctor's 
office. Patients previously 
unable to pay the emergency 
visit fee are now finding it a 
viable action to take. 
Since 1986, hospital admis- 
sions rose only six percent and 
total number of patient days 
decre..ased by  12 percent. This is 
generally indicative of increased 
efficiency and better bed utiliza, 
tion. The gains on the inpatient 
: Side;have, however, been eroded 
by the ' increased emergency 
usage, in  these days of tight 
budgets and underfunding, any 
increased cost pressure has a 
negative ffect hospital-wide. 
Mills Memorial Director of 
Patient Services, Shirley Bentley 
reports that Mills Memorial 
Hospital has been incredibly 
busy over this Christmas eason, 
largely due to flu-related symp- 
toms. Emergency visits were 
• more than double that of 
previous years for the same time 
period. The problem was com- 
pounded by short-staffing atthe 
hospital over the hoidiays. 
Bentley realizes that often a 
patient and hospital staff have a 
different view of what con- 
stitutes an emergency. She 
stresses that parents with 
children who have a sore throat 
or a bad cough are not being 
discouraged from using the 
emergency services. But patients 
who have an ailment hat can be 
safely dealt with at the doctor's 
• office during regular working 
hours are encouraged not to use 
the emergency room as an alter- 
native to the regular medical ser- 
vice. 
The Terrace Health Care 
Society Board of Trustees has 
requested that the residents of 
Terrace evaluate their usage of 
the emergency department at 
Mills-Memorial Hospital and 
ask ihat they restr~cftheir ~u.~ag~ 
to true emergencies. 
Innocent until proven 
plaint, the RCMP charged her 
husband with sexaul assault and 
he was photographed and 
fingerprinted. The resulting ten- 
sion was like nothing they had 
experienced in, the previous 
decade of dealing with Brenda. 
It took eight months for the case 
to go to trial and during that 
time their only support came 
from family and close friends, 
In stating her husband's position 
during that eight months, she ex- 
plains that every day he faced 
the realization that he could go 
to jail. He could lose his profes- 
sional license and the family 
home. Adding to this tension, 
she says, Carol, the one girl with 
whom they had formed a lasting 
bond, was told by social workers 
not to talk to them. 
A little over a month ago, he 
was found not guilty. "It took 
the jury less than a half hour to 
decide their verdict," she says, 
"and after the trial several 
members of the jury told us and 
some friends of ours that they 
felt it should never have gone to 
trial." She explains: :'It was ob- 
vious to all that Brendawas ly- 
ing. That she did this because 
she was mad at me for taking 
Carol to supper and she wanted 
to undermine our relationship." 
But the jury's decision didn't 
bring an end to the suffering. 
"We now have a lawyer's bill of 
$12,000 or more to pay," she 
says. And as for the accuser: 
"Brenda walks away from all of 
' this with no punishment except 
for having to live with herself," 
says the mother. "We can't sue 
Brenda and Social Services for 
malicious mischief without more 
moneyand more trouble." 
All they really want now is to 
put the past behind them and get 
on with their lives. But it may 
not be easy to forget. " I 'm going 
to try to get together with Carol 
again," she says, "but after 
eight months of negative feeling 
toward us it may be lost forever. 
What an emotional price to have 
to pay for one girl's lie." Bren- 
da's older brother was also 
drawn into the fray; he testified 
on behalf of the father. This, 
however, had an opposite ffect. 
"Oar relationship with Allan is 
stronger," says his foster 
mother. 
There may also be another 
positive aspect o this family's 
suffering: the opportunity 
presented here for the mother of 
a family who has suffered the 
trauma of false accusations to 
speak out. And in retrospect, 
she asks questions that need to 
be answered. 
Before charges were laid, why 
wasn't the credibility of the 
complainant questioned? 
Why wasn't he credibility of 
the father investigated? "At the  
preliminary hearing, only the 
complainant's side of the story 
is heard , "  she explains. 
"Shouldn't the accused have the 
right to defend himself before 
the judge? But even •before that, 
Terrace Review - - Wednesday, January 3; 1990 
It was a late night the Saturday before Christmas for the Terrace Co-op shopping center, 
with management deciding to hold a special "we-don't-open-on.Sunday" sale. Late shop- 
ping paid off the Cheryl Wyatt (center), who won $1,000 at the event. The prize was pre- 
• sented by Co-op board president Pat Sheichuk and Co-op general manager Lawrence 
Gosselin. 
continued from page 15 
she says, "There needs to be a 
more thorough investigation 
from social workers and police 
before, these cases are brought o 
trial." 
There is a need for good foster 
homes, she maintains, "But if 
they want foster parents they 
should be as protective of their 
rights in these allegations as they 
are of the children. After eight 
and a half years of fostering, 
five with CarOl, we certainly feel 
bitter that more wasn't done to 
investigate our side of the 
story." 
But the bottom line, she says 
is that if the system doesn't 
change, the kids that need help 
the most are the ones who will 
suffer. "People are afraid to 
help kids in trouble.., afraid to 
comfort them if they are hurt. 
Teachers are afraid..." What's 
needed, she concludes, is some 
support for adults who work 
with children. "We all know 
there are plenty of legitimate 
cases of sexual abuse," she ex- 
plains. "But there are plenty of 
kids, most from dysfunctional 
homes, that allege malicious, 
false charges. I think if an 
allegation is made for revenge, 
Social Services is morally bound 
to help pay the costs." 
"We were lucky to have 
friends and family who helped 
us financially and emotionally 
so we were able.., to  get an ex- 
cellent lawyer~" shesays. "But 
what happens to someone who 
has no support and is falsely ac- 
cused?" 
/' ~- ~ . ~  ,  
Int ,, enors,Ltd, 
Exterior and interior paints 
.Armstrong flooring, Harding carpets 
; Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
65S.6600 
THIS WEEKS 
eUZZ~E ANSWER 
ACROSS SldlalU alul~ 
7 NewYork, Inlt. 
5 Hurried ISF:]l-IlVl.Lmal~lnl3l_q]~ 8 Walkwmys 
8 Heathen I~IHIolZ~IJ-ISINInlSmiNI I ldl 9 Head - 
O Young'un IdlVI::)I31SIOI'II.LI~IVIMI 10 Forfelture 
10 Purvey ~ ~  ~J..~I~.I_N~IdBII 11 Typeofreck 
11 Wisdom ~ ~  12 Pronoun _N.~ 8 j , .~  12 Together - 13 Summer, Fr. 
14 Else 15 Oasis, N.Afrlca 
16 Drunk 16 Waste 
17 Proneun 19 Wagon 
18 Sweet potatoes 21 Rave 
19 Sheller 22 Decideegaln 
20 rellySavalas, Inlt. 23 Farmbulldlng 
21 Qobycar 24 Htrdyherolne 
22 Headstrong 37 Stories 25 Settled 
23 Handrails 38 Dam 27 Past r ies  
25 Twinge 39 Elijah 28 Anthropoids 
28 Try 40 Exists 29 Work Progress 
27 Calcium, symbol 41 Cincinnati _ _  Adm,, intl. 
28 I:hroluherance 30 Tempt 
30 Mislay DOWN 31 Drinks 
31 Beanie 1 Wash 33 Certain 
32 Clasp 2 Molding 34 Assault 
33 Hot weather aliment 3 Toting 38 Vehicle 
35 Psldnotlce 4 Article 38 MlrkAntony, inlt. 
36 Remedy 5 Unusual 39 Tout. war god 
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A .year ago 
this week 
"Board, teachers prepare for r council had accepted a Publi 
long Strike", This was the Works Committee recommenda 
ominous head line'a:Year.agothis, tion and said the ditch,woul( 
Week on':what should ha~/ebeen disappear in 1989. Not onl 
the second ay back in  school that, but the 5100 block Mill 
for students returning fro m the Ave. and Apple St .  residenl 
holidays. : were to get pavement. At tl~ 
Instead, students were home same time, council asked a( 
and many parents were left jug' ministration to put 't~bgeth( 
giing their workschedules to ac- some cost estimates for= f'Lxi~ 
commodate the unwanted holi- the Weber Ave. flooding pr( 
day. "Parents o f  students in blemi 
School District 88 were advised The Miffs Memorial Hospit~ 
yesterday by the board not to board was also looking towa~ 
send their kids to school,!', the the future, They decided a ye~ 
stow began. "On th.e first day ago this week to investigate tk
schoolwas cheduled.toresume possibility of acquiring a 
after the holidays every building million CT diagnostic scanne: 
in the district was behind Ter- The hospital administrator ~ 
race District Teachers' Associa- the time, Norm Caxelius, tel,, . 
tion picket lines, and both sides the Terrace Review that north- 
of the dispute expect he strike west hospitals were behind the 
to be a lenghty one." scheme but they had been told 
The TDTA had warned the by the Ministry of Health that 
board on Dec. 16 that job action the area population didn't 
would begin Jan. 3 if a contract justify the purchase. Carelius 
wasn't in place, but once the noted, though, that the R.E.M. 
strike began the board called for Lee Foundation had indicated a
an Ind.ustrial Relations Council willingness to raise a portion of 
hearing to have the strike the capital cost under the 
declared illegal. The TDTA assumption that the ministry 
"I~ ~,e~nber vote hadn't been would pay the balance. 
..•,.~.~~ised by the IRC. The On a more regional note, 
TE'TA said they would hold some long-term social assistance 
)aether vote if they had to, but recipients were to get a shot at 
• the meantime, "It won't the job market a year ago this 
~ange anything," TDTA presi- week. The Terrace Anti-Poverty 
:tent Helmut Giesbrecht was Group had recently received 
quoted as saying." word that their program to train 
The front page a year ago this GAIN recipients as camp main- 
week also told a stow that Sur- tenance workers Would be fend- 
prised some readers. On the ed by Canada Employment and 
whole, mo~t area residents eem, Immigration. Fourteen people 
ed pleased with the first month's were scheduled to begin the 
snow removal efforts of North course in mid-January. 
Coast Road Maintenance. A let- Past Caledonia graduates 
ter of complaint from Paul were in the news a year ago this 
~ohnston of theB.C. Northwest week. Christine Weber was 
District Council of the United presented with yet another 
Brotherhood Of Carpenters and scholarship. She was awarded 
Joiners made us wonder at the one of 12, $500 B.C. Principals/ 
Terrace Rewiew what people Vice Principals Association 
scholarships during a special really thought of the change. 
"Snow clearance has not been dinner at the Bavarian Inn. 
timely and roads  remain Also, Bruce Hallsor of the 
treacherous " for long periods Caledonia Grad '85 class receiv- 
after the snow falls," charged ed two scholarships totalling 
Johnston. $1,200. These were the $900 
The Terrace Review therefore UBC Award for ~cademic Ex- 
contacted Canadian Freight- ce.]!ence and the $300 Edward 
ways, Motorways, Greyhound, and. Marie Cook Memorial 
Farwest BUS Lines, Kalum Kabs, Award for the highest marks in 
the Northwest Loggers Associa- Canadian History. 
tion and one private resident in While these students walked 
Old Remo and another on M.erk- off with the cash, some younger 
ley Road. The results surprised students were reaping the 
even us. The closest we gottoa benefits of another cash award. 
negative comment came from This award was in the form-of a 
Bill Hayes, of Old Remo, who -$10,500 donation from the Blue- 
.said he was reservinghis judge- backs Swim Club to. School 
ment. According to Hayes, District 88 for a district-wide 
things ere a little bit worse than. Grade 3 swim program. The 
before privatization but he add- swim club also donated $4,000 
ed in fairness that it was difficult to the Northwest Education '88' 
to:compare any one year with Foundation for two $1,000 
another, scholarships to be offered to 
The message in general, deserving raduating students in 
though, was reported like this: the area. The remaining $2,000 
"Most people appear to believe was to remain in trust and the 
that North Coast Road Mainten- club made a commitment to add 
ance is doingat least as good a $4,000 annually in order to 
job, if not better~ 'than was create a$20,000 fund thatwouid 
previously done. by the Ministry forever provide high school 
bf Highways." scholarship s. 
-. At least one residential street In sports a year ago this week, 
made the news a year ago this the 87-88 grads came out the 
week. The headlineread: "Mills winner in the annual Caledonia 
.Ave. ditch on.Public Works hit boys' grads basketball tourna, 
li~.t",_~f,.[._they.~.crcn'tgoi,ngto-, ment" On the girls' side, the 
blow: themenace up, But city grads of 8?-89 pulled off the 
A year ago this weok the teachers' stdke was on... and from what everyone was saying, it 
was going to take some time to resolve. 
win with the help of Michelle 
Hendry. Caledonia boys' were 
at the same time, however, mak- 
ing news of their own. They won 
the 16-team Centennial  
Christmas Basketball Tourna- 
ment in Coquitlaln in four 
straight games. The team was 
ranked 8th in the province at the 
time and the win was expected to 
improve their standing. 
In minor hockey, The Annual 
Friendship Tournament held in 
Terrace over the holidays proved 
to be a winner for everyone in- 
volved. Young hockey players 
f rom ~Kitimat, smitherS ~, 
Hazelton and Terrace were mix- 
ed in the 10-team field to create 
a tournament that was more fun 
than competition. 
Speaking of competition, 
though, it was a year ago this 
week the Terrace and District 
Chamber o f  COmmerce an- 
nounce'd the winners of the 1988 
"Christmas Light Campaign". 
Best street was McRae Crescent, 
best home was Ray Tremblay of 
4943 Galr, best original theme 
went to Marilyn and Howard 
Richey of 2413 Cramer, second 
THE SIGN OF A ,  
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR. . .  
:~ >~i~ 
• THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE . . ,  
This emblem identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Terry Kendell 6,384178 
Vi Mlddleton 635-5672 
in the original theme • category 
was won by Pat Allen of 4930 
Scott, best retail store was Cen- 
tral Flowers and Gifts, and 
Skeena Mall won the best retail 
service center category for their 
effort both inside and out. 
The weather a year ago this 
week was cold but with a warm- 
ing trend mid-week. It began 
Dec. 26 with lows of -1-1 and 
highs of -8 with 6.2 centimeters 
of Snow. On Dec. 29 :the record 
shows a temperature ange from 
-1 to + 3 with mixed rain and 
snow, but on New Years' Day 
the low again dropped to -7. • 
ALCOHOL CAN IMPAIR A DRIVER'S REACTION TIME 
BYCRITICAL SECONDS 
SECONOS 
INPUT INTERPRET'DECIDE ACT ~ i 
N__ /  ( / -  V"  ' ' : " 
INPUT INTERPRET DECIDE ACT 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital We ,ivlU pick up your forms, every week. 
s 
CLARK - -  Paul  and Karin are delighted, to an- 
nounce the birth of•their first child Josh Sebastiaan 
(7 lbs. 4 oz.) ~m December 23, 1989. 
,. . *•  
1635-40801 
12 - 4141 LAKEL$E, TERRACE 
After 8tore Hours 538-1964 1 Telex 04786549 
1ERR/VJE FLOWER8 A LA CARTE LTD. 
! 
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Court of Revision fine.tunes tax assessments 
Six hundred and seventy as- 
sessments Were appealed at the 
different courts of revision held 
in the Northwest Assessment 
Region recently. The Court held 
in Terrace dealt with appeals on 
Properties in School Districts 88 
• and 92. Forty-four of these ap- 
peals were public or individual 
appeals. The rest were appeals 
by the Assessment Authority to 
the Court of Revision. 
by Betty Barton 
less staff, so it has served the 
purpose somewhat. But there is 
talk of going back to an annual 
roll, because "the shift in the tax 
roll is so pronounced after two 
years". 
Assessment notices come out 
again at the end of Sept. 1990. I f  
you appeal your property assess- 
ment for the first year of  prop- 
erty.assesSment, you cannot then 
'appeal the second year as well, 
" The Assessment Authority will 
make• any changes to the second 
Most o f  
Authority appeals result from 
information on a property be- 
coming known after the Septem- 
ber 30th cut-off for assessment 
adjustments. 
Changes in assessments ake 
place due to changes in the local 
market activity, new construc- 
tion or annual review. Approxi- 
mately every six years, each geo- 
graphic area is  re-inventoried, 
although each area is entered an- 
nually. For the past four years, 
assessment otices have been is- 
sued for two-year periods. This 
change from annual assessments 
was done to reduce the cost of 
operations and to reduce court 
time. Deputy Assessor Ed Nor- 
mansays they are operating with 
Thornhiil 
honor roll 
Administrative and teaching 
staff at Thornhill Elementary 
School have released names of 
ptudents who made the school's 
first term honor roll. 
Requirements are that the stu- 
dent achieve a grade point 
average of 3.00 (,'B") or better, 
With no marks below a ;'C" and 
no unsatisfactory General De- 
velopment Marks. 
The students are: 
the Assessment year's assessment. The Courts of 
Revision conduct the first for- 
mad and independent review of 
assessment. 
Courts of Revision are ap- 
pointed annually by the Prov- 
ince of B.C. Lieutenant 
Governor-in-Council to hear ap- 
peals on assessment of land and 
improvements in all municipali- 
ties and rural areas Of the prov- 
ince. Courts of Revision consist 
of three members, one of whom 
has been appointed chairman. 
This year, for the first time, Ter- 
race resident Dave Maroney sat 
as chairman of the local Court 
of Revision. Silvia MacDonald 
and Lloyd Johnstone sat as  
members. 
Historically, assessments have 
always been based on actual 
value, which is synonymous with 
market value. However, from 
1966 to 1974, the first of a series 
of legislative restrictions were 
placed upon the amount by 
which assessments could be in- 
creased each year. With the 
passage of time, the various 
restrictions quickly resulted in 
inequities with properties-of 
Grade 4 
Laura Archiba)d, Warren 
Eichhorst, Janel Reid, Steven 
Southgate, Angela Boutilier, Tia 
Casper, Christian Rauschen- 
berger, Jericho Bevan, Dainis 
Burton, Tara Sims, Amy Stack, 
Christopher Vienneau, Nicholas 
Mitzimberg, Matthew Ridler, 
Erin Cooke, Virginia Buck, 
Tracy Warner, Dawn Thiessen, 
Tamara Harkonen. 
Grade 5 
Hol ly  Hovland, Michelle 
~Wiebe, Kim Lame, Katldeen 
Duffy, Aeron Reid, Adam Vien- 
neau, Namaste Taylor, Charles 
:Parks, Michelle Demoe, Kori 
Kivi, Steven Ten Veen, Chanda 
iDrebet, Dauny Miller, KriSten 
Petovello, Travis Casper, Rhea 
Pearson, Dominic.Toovey. 
Grade e 
Joseph Hadley, Dana Har- 
konen, Donuita Vienneau, Jeff 
Dangherty, Jill Thiessen, Ken 
Halley, Selena Popovitch, Ber- 
nadette Buck, Liberty Hull, Car- 
ly B¢lina, Val McKay, Janie 
Ramsey, Courtenay Marshall. 
• Grade 7 
Soren Hedberg, Faye Coburn, 
Krista Pearse, Scottee Rootham, 
Melanie Dubois, Micheile Mar- 
shall, Shahs Clutterbuck, Moni- 
que Charbonneau, Scott Long, 
Jason Yamashita, Melanie Min- 
tenko, Tammy Bourgoin, Tony 
LeRoss, Earle Ratcliffe. 
I I 
' AUTOMOTIVE 
Active Auto Brokers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff Sewicss. 
Repossessions, estate, legate, 
cars, trucks, motorhomes, boats. 
Call Mr. Price (only), (604)434- 
1819. D5476. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
STARTYOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time. No money or experlsnce. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, c/o Cdn. 
Small Business Inst. Dept W1, 
1140 Bellamy Rd. N. #1, Scad)or- 
ough, Ontado. M1H 1H4. 
Exciting and profitable, sun and 
fun owner operator, Eatery. Dell. 
Excellent location, well ealab- 
fished, booming Kelowna, B,C. 
$119,000. orbe¢ offer. Evenings 
(604)7s2-4943 or(604)76s~ss. 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES 
abe Family Restaurants have 
several exalting franchise op 
porlunilles in. B.C. Interior and 
Vancouver island. Complete de. 
tails contact: abc Corporate Of- 
lice, #202-16373 Fraser Hwy., 
Surrey, V3R 3P3. (604)583-2919, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
DIvorce? No consent d spouse or 
coud appoarance. Just 5-15 
weeks. $69.95 plus costs. Free 
lltarelure. Same system alnce 
1970. As heard on CKNW. DI- 
yon:entice, 201-1252 Burrard, 
Vanoouver, 1-687-2900. Finn. 
chises available.. 
equal value being assessed at dif- 
ferent amounts. 
Upon the recommendation of 
an all-party legislative com- 
mittee, the B,C. Assessment 
Authority was established in 
1974. The Authority is r~espon- 
sible for establishing and main- 
taining assessments that are 
uniform in the whole of the 
province in accordance with the 
Assessment Act (passed in 
1974). 
There are three levels of ap- 
peal available. The first and 
least formal is the Court of Revi- 
sion. But, even before that step, 
Assessment Deputy Assessor Ed 
Norman encourages property 
owners to bring their concerns to 
the Assessment office at 
200-4545 Lazelle Ave. Bring in 
your assessment notice or folio 
number and a written account of 
your objections to the assess- 
ment if you have questions. 
If they agree with your objec- 
tion to the property assessment, 
they will appeal the decision on 
your behalf and recommend that 
the correction be made. It is 
basically a formality that has to 
be approved by the Court of Re- 
Vision. Normally, the appellant 
would have to be present at the 
Court. But, if the Assessment 
Authority appeals your case, 
they will represent you. 
The second step of appeal, if 
you disagree with the Court of 
Revision's decision, is to pro- 
ceed to the Assessment Appeal 
Board. They have a full-time 
staff who will travel to hear the 
case. This is a more formal 
board made up, of three people 
Ed Norman, assistant deputy assessor in the Terrace office 
of the Assessment Authority of B.C., urges local property 
owners to contact him if they have any objections to their 
tax assessments. 
who usually have a legal or ap- 
praisal background. 
If you don't like their deci- 
sion, based on a matter of law or 
interpretation of the statutes, 
you can appeal to the Supreme 
Court. Mr. Norman observes 
that in the entire history of the 
province, only 280 appeals have 
been taken to this levd. 
At any level of appeal, once 
the case has been heard, each ap- 
pellant received a notice of the 
court's decision. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
. . TheseAds appear in the more than gO Newpepers of the B.C. and Yukc~'~ Community NewspapereAssoclatlon 
and reach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
$159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
Terrace Review at 635.7840 
EDUCATION 
FREE: 1990 guide to study-at- 
home correspondence Diploma 
courses for prestigious careers: 
Accounting, Airconditionlng, 
Bookkeeping Business, Cosme- 
tology, Electronics, Legal/Medi- 
cal Secretary, Psychology, 
Travel. Granton (SA) 263 Ade- 
laide West, Toronto, ON. 1-800- 
950-1972. 
Malaspina College in Nanaimo, 
B.C. offers a 3 week course on 
trout and salmon culture, January 
15th to February 2nd. For details 
call lan McCallum at (604)753- 
3245, 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
Logging truck for sale with year 
round job in KamlQ0ps~area.. 
(604)828-0914 between 6-8 P.M. 
• FOR SALE MISC ' 
Lighting fixtures. Westem Can- 
ada's largest display. Wholesale 
end retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nod)um Lighting Centre, 
4600 East Hastings St, Bumaby, 
B.C. VSC 2K5 Phone: (604)299. 
0666. 
For Sale. Heldleberg KORD 62, 
18 x 24 1/2". Reconditioned, 
stainless steel bearings. 'Excel. 
lent condition. Call Clark Pepper, 
Shell:rook Chronicle, Shellxook, 
Seek., (306)747-2442 or 
(306)747-3432 evenings. 
EDMONTON MOBILE home 
manufacturer and reconditioner 
has an overstock of ready for sale 
mobile homes. Excellent pdces. 
Deliver anywhere. Phone 
(403)447-23~. 
• " • , l  . ,  
GARDENING 
Gardening Sale. Save big on all 
your greenhouse and hydroponic 
gardening needs. Save L~ to 25% 
on Rockwod Halides from $142. 
Call Toll Free 1-800-663-5619. 
Free Shipping Program. Western 
Water Farms. # 103, 20120 -64th 
Ave., Langley, B.C. VJA 4P7. 
HELP WANTED 
SinglesrOouples. Complete gov- 
ernment-approved Building Man- 
agars Correspondence Certifl- 
(:ate course foe apts/condoW 
rhses/mini-storege. Guaranteed 
Placement Assistance. RMTI, 
901-700 W. Pender, Vancouver, 
B.C. v6c 108 (604)68 !-5456. 
':TEACHING VACANCY: School 
District #31 (Merdtt) P.O. Bag 
4100, Merdtl, B.C. Phone 
(604)378-2022, Fax (604)376- 
6263. Contact: Richla Gage, Di- 
rector. Requires immedialely, or 
January, 1990 temporary, fulh 
lime position until June 1990. 
Ph Ays.k,'qJ Educetion, Mathemalics 
QUALIFIED BUSINESS SYS- 
TEMS Technidan required by lull 
line Business Machine dealer. 
Slmq) copier andfor Olivetti ET 
experience would be an asset. 
Salarycommensurate with expe. 
deuce. Write: Service Manager, 
The Letter Box, 138 Craig Street, 
Ducan, B.C. VOL 1V9 orphone 1- 
800-663-7896. 
ull-tlme employment early 1990 
nsunnyOkanaganforan exped- 
enced small engine mechanlo 
and a pads person, Send res- 
ume, R.R. #I, Site 9, Comp 43, 
Weslbankj B.C. VOH 2A0. ' • 
HELP WANTED 
Advertising Sales Person re- 
quired for aggressive award win- 
nlng community newspaper. 
Excellent earnings and benefit 
package. Previous experience 
an asset but not required. Great 
opportunity for advancement In 
one d Canada's finest cornmunlly 
newspapers. Send your resume 
in confidence to The Williams 
Lake Tdbune, 188 Nodh First 
Avenue, Williams Lake, B.C. 
V2G 1Y8. Attention: Gary 
Crodna. 
Carpenters wanted for form work 
on highdse, 1275 QuayskJs 
Drive, New Westmlnstar. MI,I. 
mum 1 year employment. H.P. 
Construction Ud., (604)850-1288 
Expedenced Idumblng counter 
eases pereun reqdred by Bzdle & 
Gibson Co. Ltd., Nimaimp. For 
confidential intendew send res- 
ume to File #284, c/o Nanakrno 
Times, Box 486, Nanaimo, B.C. 
VPR eL5 
REAL ESTATE 
Ranch style three bedroom 
house, 28"x 42', new roof, chim- 
ney. South end glass, caq:)eted, 
drapes, garage, frult trees. La- 
goon connecled to Shuswap 
LaKe. SioanzotlS, $95,000. 
(604) 836-4354. 
SERVICES 
ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Cd 
Dale Can'-Harris - 20 years 8 trial 
~ :~ with five yearn medical 
before law. 0-669-4022 
(Vancouver). Expedenced in 
head Injury and other major 
claims. Percentage fees avail. 
aide. 
DIVORCE A ICBC INJURY. Our 
objecti~ for 18 years: GettinO bk" 
settlements out o~ Coud. Law 
Offices of Carey Undo, Vancou- 
ver 684-7798. Quality & Confi- 
dential servioe no matter where 
you live. 
Air brakes course $60. Truck, 
bus, van training. Ful course or 
houdy rentals. Enquire about our 
new cerlJflcelion program. Bum- 
.by, B.C. 291-22~s;,sunW, B.C., 
581-7594. "" 
SHUGE PHOFITS$ Raise funds 
quickly and easily. 100% return 
proven program, excellent foe 
school gm~,~s  w~la- 
liom, etc. Start your new year 
with the tunds you need. Cd  toll 
free 1-800-663-2073. Vancou- 
var, (604)736-3998. 
BLANKET 
ADVERTISING: 
8F.RVlCES 
• j•e lOr  ICBC and injury claims, A. Wener. Idal lawyer for 21 
years. Cd collect, (604)736- 
5500, Vancouver. If no recevmy, 
noise. No Yukon enquiries. 
/ 
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AD RATES , I 
4535 Greig Avenue' I]Terrac ,~8G 1M7B'C" FINNING " 
eli()ne 635-7840 HEAVY-DUTY JOURNEYMAN 
All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard. When phoning 
in ads, please have your card 
number and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS:  $5.75 per column inch. 
M in imum of one inch.. 
• pICtURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7..00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
MECHANICS 
If you want career advancement with a world 
leader in the heavy equipment business, we 
are looking for you, 
We have immediate openings throughout B.C. 
and the Yukon for Journeyman Field 
Mechanics with Caterpillar. exper!ence and 
t r a i n i n g . . •  ",:~" . • 
We offer an excel lent benefit  package  and a 
field rate of $21.25 per hour. 
If you are qualified and interested, please ap- 
ply in writing with your resume to: Employ- 
ment Manager ,  Finning Ltd., 4621 Keith Raod, 
113c Terrace,  B.C.,  V8G 1K3. 
• , , , , 
i 
I I I  
F INNING 
JOURNEYMAN 
MACHINIST-WELDER 
We are looking for a Journeyman mach in i s t  
with some welding skills. We offer an ex- 
cellent benefit package and competitive hour- 
ly rates. 
If you are qualified and interested,:pleaseap =~: 
ply in writing with your resume • to:. Employ- 
ment  Manager ,  Finning Ltd,, 462 i  Ke i th  Road, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1K3. 1/3c 
i •Franchise 
Now Available 
• High Profile Business 
• Proven Success , • ' 
• High xemm on investment 
• Formal Training 
• Ongoing Support 
• Min. investment $93,000 
'I wdte or (:all: 
I United Buy &:Sell 
3057 C-randview Hwy. 
I Vancouver, B.C. V5M 2E4 
I (604) 430-9200 " '. 
t211,000 imr year, part ime, your own 
business. For .appointment ca, 
David at ~15-4618. • tfnc 
CHILDCARE WORKER 
A childcare worker position ':is available With the 
Special Services to Children Program. The successful 
appl icant will participate'in the delivery of counselling 
services to children. Flexiblework hours are required 
with the ability to work independently. 
Qualifications: Completion; Of the Human Service 
Worker Program or related !~experience.. B C. Driver's 
License and the use of an appropriately insured vehi- 
cle. Submit to R.C.M.P. criminalrecord check. 
Wages: $!440 to $1592 per'month with benefits. 
Closing Date: January 15, 1990. 
For further information contact Yvonne Reid at 
635-7087, ~ 
Submit resumes with references toi Yv0nne Reid, Tar, 
race and District Community Serv!¢es, #1.  3215 Eby 
Street, Terrac,e, B.C., V8G 2X6 113c 
HAVE YOU AN APTITUDE AND INTEREST 
IN ADULT EDUCATION? 
TERRACE INVITES •APPLICATIONS FOR 
PART TIME INSTRUCTORS 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION 
Northwest CommunityCollege in Terrace invites ap- 
plications for part-time and substitute instructors in 
our Adult Basic Education Department. The salary will 
be in accordance with the College agreement with the  
B.C.G.E.U., Instructor Scale. 
The part-time ABE appointments will be in the areas of 
English, Math and Science to the grade twelve level, to 
instruct 10 to 20 hours per week commencing January 
5, 1990 and ending March 31; 1990.• 
The substitute instructors will work as required to in- 
struct Adult Basic Education aswell as Adult Special 
Education (for challenged students.) • 
The successful • candidates will• possess,,a B.C. 
Teacher's Certificate or. equivalent," or 'a  university 
degree in a related field-with experience teaching 
,adults. A broad educational .background would be an 
l "asset"  . :: 
: •For :further information, please contact Larry Bol- 
: ingbroke at 635-6511, local 311. 
The closing date isJanuary 3, 1990. ApplicatiOns and 
resumes should be  sent to: Manager, Human 
Resources, Northwest Community College, Box 726, 
Terrace, B.C. ,  V8G 4C2.  113c 
Babysitter with own transportation 
needed for casual evening and 
weekend work In Copper River 
Estates. Good wage. Experience 
with special needs children would 
be helpful. Call Mike at 635-7840 
days, 635-4810 evenings, tfnp 
:-:Caretaker required Jan. 30, i990, for- 
home on north end of Kalum Lake, 
Rosewood. Older couplepreferred. 
Phone Tom Hart In Everett, 
Washington, U.S.A., (208)258-6252. 
113p 
Employment opportunity with grow- 
Ing de l ivery  business. Must-have 
dependable vehicle. Will train, will 
supply C.B. Driver must be very  
dependable and any age over 19. 
Phone 638-8398. fine 
CEDAR SIDING 
Se lect  T ight  Knot  
lX§  
r'J c.,..=~ ?
lxlitxl'" " 
IxC1xiJ,.Ix10 
• Rough ] 
• P la in  
.. Tlmt=ers. 
• B l l l l t l  
• Round " 
• Fen(as PblRS 
v O lher  
Fen©ing  
'Mater ia l  " 
~"  "VT&0 "-'Y' ' _ - -  • Cedar  
. . . .  • P ine  
. . IX4  IX§ . ' .  . . . . .  • Cot lonwood.  
|X4 ,  o r  x6 ,  o r  x l l . . . ,Cedar  It SPF  
% oj 
• lX3  . . .~ .*  Hemlo¢ l t  " " 
1982 Oldsmobile Cutlass ~ 
Supreme: 2 door, hard top, 
automatic, fuel economy, 
267-V8 engine, air, tilt. Ex- 
cellent condition. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. 
Asking $4,900. OBO. 
Phone 635-3272. 
Must  Se l l  Buy ing  a House  
1985 F150 XL  Short Box 
PIckup; black, 302 fuel in- 
jected V8 eng!ne: r011 bar 
3KC Dayi!ghters, chrome 
bumpers plusmany more 
extras, good gas milage. 
Must be seen to be appre- 
ciated. Asking $8,900.  
OBO.  Phone  635-3272.  
.=  
= I 
NeWspapw roll ~ from $5 to $25: 
*depending on slz(£ Phone 635-7840. 
. . .,-' tfnp 
Outdoor table with umbrella, $55. 
'Phone 635-4144, 1131p 
19~ Malda GLC 2~¢1~ hat©hback 
'5.speed. G0o¢l " ' running condition,. 
but rusty'ano neeo ot some,worK,- 
like clutch; exhaust .and Urea. 
,Engine 'burns no o11, alternator, 
=tta.rter, . egulator and battery all 
repiec~l within .past year, brakes 
recently rebullt,,equlpped with block 
heater. 78,000 miles. 8e!l for" $700, 
• • , • . •. . " .Call. 635-7840 ..(wOrk) or .8~5-4810 
--Energetic,, ,Motive L :d I . I ,,.,,,~.,n.=, ...'C°mpetative Prlcesl.. - ..,,MBER ,llzrmt(h°ms)'Ml~f°rMlke" : ~  frklgl and stovetfnP!n 
Hairdi~ser Wanted to I w;rK ;nwMul . ; , :  w-v . rood  condition. MO)  for the pair. 
' ' '~/ Box7 :. '. 0'A,) =¢ l=n ' . Ph0ne635.4748;- 11109 
. . . . .  . .- , ' . I Hazelton, S'.C. u ' t6"vuv.v  • " : , Work full time in a pro- I : "," BI] l l - yaro  .. , .  . 
gressive modern salon. I ! ~ "" * " ' 
• Must have B.C. license I ' ' " " : ' "  ' "  " "" : . . . . .  ' " " 
and2 years experience, i B.C..Hydro has an .oPenlng for  a,temP0rary :1"* ' ~ : . " : ~  ~- ,  ' - " 
i Production Clerk for :upto ' threem0nths , !0f - : !   i=_nnnn l .': .' , :.-!ii:.:: 
: ;  Rhonda.'s ' I ~ flcetralningsa;de;nPc~rlceo~T~e~r:rPer:;:r~e~tee~s 
' Hair I I Word proc . g, . .  P " , "  " "I I I :  . . . .  '.: 
P!  ' ' -e  Tar"  I Alan.DUbeauat-l ' ~ ,~~~ . :  "" 'r'relg'Ave', t= referred. Su.bmtt resumes to B.C. Hydro  Pro.  I :  t : uu ~utu .  m,u ,  tu . -  i w=,~=y - , ,  4624 i i
ii ductl D p . " ' ~"  :' F I I~  " ' 13t/~[ [ 
" " ' * ' " ' t  r ' " 
: ,- Terrace~B:C. =/ " On  • artment,  5220 Keith Avenu , . y0 . . . . . . .  
-. . . . .  " ?.,.:,!:.:;,.. ~78~," ,  'i ,..,,. J race, B.C., V8G 4RSby  January10;1990;  I /3c :  .::i . ....... . . .  : . . :  . . . . . . . . . . .  .,.. ,.,,:. 
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~ i DEATH NOTICES I 
Highway 16 and Kalum Lake Drive. 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
Industrial Building; 10,000 sq. ft, : 
Four double doors, lunch room, 
downsta,rs and upsta,rs off,ces. 
Reasonable rent. To view, contact: 
Karrer Holdings 
847-4440 
" FOR RENT 
.1 :2  & 3 bedroom apartments 
. Laundry facilities & balconies 
• At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
. Close to downtown & schools 
. Rents start at $340.00 
. References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635-5224 
l 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundw 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 trnc 
" " . . . . . . . .  | I  
FOR RENT 
1,400 sq. ff 
restaurant. Fu rnished 
and equipped. 
Call 638.1166 
LOST -- between Kitwanga and Ter- 
race, a large green plastic garbage 
bag containing two pillows and 
pillow cases. Please phone 635-3955 
If you have found this bag. 
,Kalum Family Day Care has open. 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ager; newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638,8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
r i 
FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635-3355. 
Looking for s purebred female 
American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers to breed with a purebred 
male American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers. Phone Ca35-7840, ask for 
Mark. 12/27p 
Wanted to rent - -  One-bedroom 
apartment close to town, clean, 
reasonable rent, for a reliable, work- 
Jag lady. Phone 635-7840 days or 
635-4047 e~/enings . . . . .  tfnp 
Work wanted - -  Journeyman welder. 
available for work. Phone 635-7252 
after I p.m. 1117p 
Will babysit In my own home on the 
Thornhil l  bench area. Phone 
635-4143. 1/10p 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER OF Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. E8705 to 
Lot 85, District Lot 190, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 5304 Parcel 
Identifier 010.594-663 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of 
Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 
E8705 to the above described 
land, Issued In the name(s) of 
MABEL PEPIN has been filed In 
this office, notice is hereby given 
that I shall, at the expiration 
date of two weeks from the date 
of first publication hereof, issue 
a Provisional.Certificate to Title 
in lieu of the said Duplicate, 
unless In the meantime valid ob- 
jection bemade to me in writing. 
DATED at the Land Title Office, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. this 7th day 
of December, 1989 . . . . .  
Terry Dinnell 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
December 27, 1989. 113c 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m, to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard Is located In the. 
Skeena Health Unit,; 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635.7941. tfn 
CAHOUN - -  Linda Louise, age 29, In 
Terrace B.C. on December 28, 1989. 
Funeral services were from the Kit-" 
wanga Anglican Church on Tues- 
day, Jan. 2, 1990 at 2 p.m. Interment 
in the Kltwanga cemetery. 
JONES -- Natel Genlene, age 15, in 
Ghana, Africa on December 5, 1989. 
Cremation took place from the Tar- 
• race Crematorium; • : 
NELSON --  Glen O~car, age 53, in 
Kitimat, B.C. on Decer~ber 26, 1989. 
Memorial services will be held at a 
later date in Elfron, Saskatchewan. 
Cremation took place at the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
GRANT -- Gladys, age 73, In Ter- 
race, B.C. on December 19, 1989. 
Funeral  was from Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly on Thursday, 
Dec. 21, 1989 at 1 p.m. Interment in 
the Terrace Municipal cemetery. 
STARR -- Selina Lorinda, age 78, in 
Terrace, B.C. on December 16, 1989. 
Funeral service was from Knox 
United Church on Friday, Dec. 22, 
1989 at 1 p.m. Interment In the Kit- 
sumkalum cemetery. 
FERGUSON -- Jack, age 69, in 
Prince Rupert, B.C. on December 12, 
1989. Funeral service was from 
Ferguson Funeral Chapel on Mon- 
day, Dec. 19, 1989 at 2 p.m. Inter- 
ment held on Tuesday, Dec. 20, 1989 
at 11 .m. in the Old Kitsumkalum 
cemetery. 
BRANTON --  Stanley Francis, age 
93, at Terracevlew Lodge on 
December 22, 1989. Memorial ser- 
vice was from Uplands Baptist 
Church on Thursday, Dec. 28, 1989. 
Cremat ion from Terrace 
Crematorium. 
MacKay's Funeral Services and 
Crematorium were in charge of the 
arrangements for all the above. 
° . 
APPENDIX "B" 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST 
SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION OR 
SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION 
Notice 
The following areas have a pro- 
posed prescription that will app- 
ly i f  approval is obtained from 
the Ministry of Forests and 
Lands. The proposed prescrip- 
tions will be available for view- 
ing until March 15, 1990 at the 
location noted below, during 
regular working hours. (6 weeks 
after the date of the last publica- 
tion under Section 3 of the 
Silviculture Regulation). 
.To ensure consideration any 
written comments must be made 
to Fred Philpot, Forester at Kit- 
wanga Lumber Co. Ltd., Box 40, 
Kitwanga, B.C., V0J 2A0 by th~ 
above date. 
Form of Agreement (e.g. TFL): 
F.L.; Licence No.: A16819; Cut- 
ting Permit No.: 219; Cut Block 
No.: 1; Location (Nearest Com. 
munlty & Approx. geographic 
location): Kitwancool, Moonlit 
Creek; Area (Ha): 56; Amendment 
(Yes or No): No. 
KItwanga Lumber Co. Ltd. 
113c 
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PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Peg Vane, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS--. TENDERS 
BRIDGES 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway District: Bulkley Nasa 
Project or Job Descdption: Re- 
decking of 3 bailey bridges for a 
total of 240 lineal feet of deck. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: Jan, 
uary 10, 1990 @ 9:00 A.M. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposi t Cheque is requried. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail. 
able free of charge ONLY from: 
Bulkley Nasa District Office, 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Srnithers, 
B.C. on or after December 13, 
1989 between the hours of 8:30 
A.M. and 4:00 P.M. Monday to 
Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number, of origination of- 
rice: 847-7403. 
Tenders will be opened at the 
Bulkley Nass District Office, 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, 
B;C. 
L. Kelly P. Eng. 
District Highways Manager 
Bulkley Nass 
Ministry Official 
Invitation 
to tender 
f 
' Transportation Serdce 
Sealed tenders for the following 
transportation service will be 
received at the address below 
until 15:00 on the specified clos. • 
ing date. 
Service 
TERRACE R.R. #2 
TERRACE R.R. #3 
TERRACE R.R. #4 
Specifications 
Full details as to contract spec. 
iflcatJons, schedule of service 
and tender form may be obtain. 
ed from the Terrace Post Office 
or at: Canada Post Corporation, 
Pacific Division, Transportation 
Contracting, P.O. Box 2110, Van. 
couver, B.C., V6B 47_3 
Telephone: (604) 662-1306 
Closing Date: January 17, 1990 
Deposit: $25.00 per service by 
means of Certified Cheque or 
Money Order. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
M A 1 L ~,POSTE 
Cin id i  Po$1 Co ipOt i l i on  • ~Ogl t l ,  c ,m; l l ; i ennt  # iS  ,O , l t l  
BRIDGE FOREMAN ' 
North Coast Road Maintenance is look- 
ing for a keen individual for Bridge 
Foreman. This position is excluded 
from union membership. Resume and 
references should be submitted to 
North Coast Road Maintenance, Box 
1020, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4V1. Phone 
638.8300. 
Full Time Secretary Position. 
Benefit package. Start date 
mid-January. Applications 
with resumes now being taken 
at Premiere Propane, 4908 
Highway 16 West. 
,i 
/ 
dt i l i ; . i . i i l l , P~ i l i l l i~ i l l l i l i l~  l lWi i  i l l l l ' l~  
• . "RELUCTANT LEARNERS PROJECT' 
will be in Terrace conducting a ,survey to 
determine why people don't attend literacy programs. 
J Interviews taking place I January 16th, 17th ilk la th  I 
If you know of someone that could benefit from this survey have 
them call Ellasbeth 8nyder, Northwest Community College, 
635-8511 to set up an intervie w time, or for further information. 
, Reales of this =m'~'7 will in let  fBmUnll ioBreu to de~ebp Ilteme! 
' ', ' prelPmmi ~dl~kh will e=eeu=lr~ ,.ddrw= le l l temcy need. 
I I I I 
I I II 
i 
the Canadian Diabetes Association 
provides health and nutrition information 
pamphlets on a number of issues? 
For more information, contact your local Branch 
of the Canadian Diabetes Association or the National Office, 
78 Bond Street, Toronto, Ontario M5B 238. 
Canadian ~ ! Association 
Diabetes ~V [] canadienne 
Association ~ du diab~te 
I .~ i ,  . . . , ,  . . . 
' ! 
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• . . ' ., - , ~ ' '~i ,  i " :: " " ' ' . probably all heralded in. 1990 ,tght Sky :Choose your :calendar :one second too .ear ly ,  The i l  i The  [ . .  , .e :  : , i last minute•of  the•last  ihour | :  ' ' '  
'Thr=hWo:~|i;t:ry astronomy has had ~nnimePv~=:l:C~jnne" ~t~d~too~:lLayskwf~rtha ~r°gldhtgs~. ' l f : :n~~Sr :h"°Tn  f t~ reOfst ' s°~c~niSdsgs'p~:Y: : : :~r l  ] i  ' 
regulating people.s lives. Three great:: repea h g. . !, i ,., ~.~,,~o~ ',4 ,~;ll he high overhead through most of the three or four, times everytWO.]: 
this: the rising of the Sun, the!lunar cycle o~ phases, and [he ,,. ~.u, ,  o,-o . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o years, to compensate for :thel: 
movement of ~the Ea~rth about the Sun. These movements deter- mgm.  • , ' ' : • • .slight slowing of  the :: 
mined our day, month, and year, and it is from them that our ! still hope tosee Venus before it disappears in the evening mig~ 
Gregorian calendar evolved, glow of the Sun.' if you get a chance to look at it with binoculars •. rotation.due to th¢ch . 
• " " .in the tides. The only i opl 'i:i 
&rectly affected by~ithis~i it would be •very Convenient if the number oLfime's the Earth 
rotated on its axis.during ayear fit evenly into the length of the 
you should see a very nice Crescent Venus; Look for this bright ~,..- 
- planet near the southwesterlx horizon.at sunset. B.y mid:month 
year, the time it takes the Earth to revolve about the Sun.-It Venus will be too close"tethe Sun .to be seen, however. 
would be even better if the •length of time for the Moon's phases • Mars will be visible slightly south of east inthe morning sky. 
also fitted evenly ~into* the year. Unfortunately, neither situation ' At sun~'ise it will be about 15 degrees above the horizon. 
occurs. This presents a. problem, because if a particular time on 
particular day begins a yeari the next year cannot start at that 
same time --  for the •Earth there are 365 and ¼ days, and that 
extra ¼ means that thesecond year should start six hours later 
than the first, and the third year should be another six hours 
after that. " : • 
• , So you see, if you celebrate the New Year at midnight on 
December 31, youmay beoff  by quite a few hours. This year, if 
you see someone welcoming 1990 at 12 noon January 1, it is very 
appropriate to join in; this is the time when the Earth will be 
back at an arbitrary starting point for another journey around 
the Sun. 
• January I wasn't always the starting point for the new year. 
This date was standardized-with the Gregorian calendar that is 
now used in most parts of the world. This calendar is based on 
the revolution of the Earth about the Sun; it is a solar calendar. 
While it is convenient to use a solar calendar, it is not necessary 
to do so. A calendar can be based on counting days, or much 
more commonly, on counting lunar cycles. For example, the 
calendar used in Moslem countries is a lunar calendar that is not 
reset o,the solar year. As a result, the twelve months of this 
calendar change the position at which they occur from one solar 
year to the next. 
Our calendar, the Gregorian calendar, was introduced to 
Roman Catholic countires in 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII. It 
superceded the Julian calendar that was developed by the Egyp- 
tian astronomer Sosigenes and intorduced by Julius Caesar. The 
two calendars are very similar, the difference being that the 
Gregorian calendar makes an allowance for the fact that the solar 
year is very Close to, but not exactly 365 ¼ days long, whereas the 
Juli:~n calendar uses a year of exactly 364¼ days. 
l.n practice, the difference between the two calendars i that the 
• Julian calendar specifies a leap year every four years while the 
Gregorian calendar has one every four years except for century 
ending years that are not divisible by 400. Thus 1800, 1900, and 
2100 are lot leap years but the year 2000 is. Leap years occur in 
those years that are evenly divisible by four; 1992 is the next of 
these longer years. 
If the Julian and Gregorian calendars are compared for a few 
years there is very little difference between them. Over a long 
period of time, however, the differences become quite large. As a 
result, when Pope Gregory XIII introduced this calendar in 1582 
the date had to be moved ahead 10 days to account for over 
,1,000 years of accumulated differences between a date and the 
Sun's position on that date. 
• When Pope Gregory introduced the calendar, Protestant coun- 
tries would have nothing to do with it. By the time England 
adopted it there was •an 11-day difference between the two calen- 
dars, so an overnight change from September 3 to September 14 
occurred with the Gregorian calendar's introduction to England 
in 1752. 
Differences in calendars and the times of their introduction 
make it difficult for astronomers because they are frequently con- 
cerned with accurate dates of events and the times between them. 
For this reason, astronomers often use a calendar that is based 
on counting days. This system, called the .Julian date, (named 
after Julius Caesar) was invented in 1583 by the French scholar 
Joseph Justus Scaliger. On the basis of long and relatively ar- 
bitrary calculations he chose January 1, 4713 B.C. as day 1 and it 
is from this that the Julian date is counted. To avoid the difficui: 
ty of a change of day in the middle of the night when an 
astronomer may be looking at stars, the Julian date changes at 
noon. On this basis, at noon on January 1990 it will be Julian 
date 2 447 892. Our new year will begin at Julian date 2 447 
891.5. 
Until the development of modern clocks the Earth's rotation 
and revolution provided the most precise clock available. With 
• modern clocks, however, it has been found that the Earth's rota- 
tion changes lightly and, as a result, small adjustments musi be 
made to thelength of a year to compensate for these small dif - '  
ferences. An article next to this one describes this year's adjust: 
ment.and the reasons for it. ~ 
,/,,,Otfl~%qOp~o~.w~tg,bwt~a.~iffs~l,~ible this• month(if t he weather 
finally co,operates). Jupiter will bewell placed to view all night 
a • ,The Terrace AstrOnomical Society will have a telescope set up 
near theTerrace Public Libraryafter 8p.m' On anydear Tues- 
day night. Please feel welcome to come and take a 10ok through 
this telescope. The next meeting of the Society will be held in the 
meeting room of.the Terrace Public Library on January 23rd at 
7:30 p.m. Any interested people are most welcome. ~•  
Have a great time celebrating the New Year on Julian date 2 .  
447 891.5. " ' 
change ate those using pr~i=;l'. 
stun t iming, people i i ke i :~ ' -  
nav igat iona l  tech~cialaS. The [ 
rest .of us can confidently [ 
.change our clocks •the re - |  
quired one second the next | 
time. we hear. the CBC, time i 
- signal: "At the soured'of the I 
•  hort tones, followed by the I 
long, tone, :the time will I 
: ~ . ~ .~ , '  .<~ 
! ~ . .  ~ . . ." ~ .. 
. : , .~  • ~.~v~.~ • * :  : ¸ ¸ ' ' ' : "  * 
• , , ,•  
. . • .  . • . " . , ,  
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Th is  scene  Was  a laml l la r  one  for  Ter race  motor i s ts  dur ing  the  past  month  (a l though the 
sUnsh inewasa  rare occur rence) .  The  loca l  RCMP detachment  kept  a c lose  eye on dr ivers  
.dur ing the  annua l  Chr i s tmas  CounterAt tack  campa ign .  
•! 
!. 
Making choices in life for 
quote"  unquote "normal" 
people, is part of living. A few 
people in our community don't 
have that option. They do not 
get to choose because they have 
not been able to make their 
• own choices. I am talking 
about the mentally handicap- 
ped. 
This is where the services to 
the mentally handicapped 
adults and children in the com- 
munity comes in. Thename of 
the services provided is 
Choices. In the past this was 
mainly a self-help program, but 
over the past three years it has 
grown to adult residential care, 
children's residential care and 
the community based self-help 
program. 
Our community supports two 
adult group homes, two chip 
dren's group homes, and the 
handicapped who live on their 
own with the self-help pro- 
gram. The idea of the group 
home is to teach the mentally 
handicapped the skills which 
will enable them to take the 
next step. The ultimate goal is 
that every handicapped person 
will live in a setting of his or 
her choice. The people involved 
in Choices held their fifth an- 
nual Christmas party at the 
arena banquet room during the 
holidays. They also invite peo- 
ple who are not necessarily in 
their service. Because of that, 
four people from Smithers at- 
tended this year. The organiza- 
tion tries to make it as inte- 
grated.as possible, and as nor- 
mal as possible, like any other 
dinner and dance, with the ex- 
ception that there is no alcohol. 
In that, in my estimation, they 
have succeeded. All who were 
there had a great time. 
Events like this just don't 
happen without the support of 
a lot of good people and busi- 
nesses in the community. Ter, 
race Co-op, Safeway, Over- 
waitea, Petro-Canada service 
station, J & F Distributors, 
Northern Motor Inn, Dairyland 
Foods, East End Chevron, Ter- 
race Drugs, Central Flowers, 
K-Mart, Bert's Dell, Flowers a 
la Carte, R. Pelletier Enter- 
prises and the City of Terrace 
all were contributors to the suc- 
cess of this special event. 
-Last but not least, Harold 
Olson belongs to the "good 
people" category. This was the 
fourth year in a row that 
Harold andl his band members 
donated their time to this wor- 
thy cause. For that they were 
recognized each with an in- 
dividual plaque from the pro- 
gram for their generositY. 
With candles flickering in the 
cool winterair and flashlights 
shining on the pages with the 
carols, a few people attended 
the carol sing in front of the 
bandshell Dec. 17. Though 
Christmas is such a special 
time, the weather does not 
make an event like this that to 
a lot of peopl e. It.was a bit  
cool and it was windy, but Jim 
Ryan and the Community Band 
were there. They played and 
they played, one carol after an- 
other. Those who were there 
had a good time. Their voices 
could be heard many blocks 
: ,~ :~,  : : .  " . : . ' ; ;  ~. " - . .  
away. 
A big thank you has to go 
out to Jim Ryan and the Band. 
It is not easy playing in cold • 
weather. They area good 
group. Happy New Year and 
Best Wishes. 
I did not tell you in my last 
column how the Reids picked 
the numbers that wo~i them the 
big one. Are you ready? Very 
simple, it was a quick pick! 
Here we are, the start of a 
brand New Year and the start 
of a brand new decade. For 
many people, the New Year 
marks a new beginning. I t  
comes with a certain measure 
of hope, optimism and antici- 
pation. The old has passed and 
cannot be changed. New Year's 
resolutions are part of this 
hope and optimism. 
My ardent hope for each and 
every person is, that the best 
thing that happened to you last 
year, will be the worst that 
• happens to you in 1990. These 
resolutions and wishes were 
made by  some. of 0ur~ f.riends .... 
and neighbors in Terrace: 
• To lose 20 lbs. before Feb. 
2, my 19th birthday. 
• Try and save up enough 
money to buy a car. 
• To not put things off till the 
next day. 
• To buy a swim pass at the 
pool and go almost every day, 
hopefully losing l0 lbs. in the 
process. 
• Not yelling at mYkids 
anymore. 
• Not to make any promises 
to myself I cannot keep. 
• To get started on the things 
I have always wanted to do. 
• To learn to use a computer. 
• To send out my Christmas 
cards before Christmas. 
• To write letters more often. 
Before I sign off with this 
first column of the new year, I 
would like to thank everyone 
for the information, the stories, 
the poems and the Bits 'n' 
Pieces which helped me keep 
Terrace Review readers up to 
date on our community and the 
people who live here. My wish 
for everyone is that a year 
f rom now you can look back 
and feel good about your ac- 
complishments. 
To everyone in Terrace and 
everywhere else the mail carries 
this newspaper, my very best 
wishes for a happy, healthy 
_ and prosperous new year. 
J anuar , / I5 .31  
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Sabrina Brown was one of the group who gathered over the holidays for the Choices Christ- 
mas party. She posed for us in front of the Christmas tree in a traditional native blanket 
made by her grandmother. 
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Who is ' " '  
Margaret Kennedy arrived in She also finds that she now ~,~.~:~,~,~#~ : i: 
Kitimat in 1970, thinking she'd relates better to her own :~'~,:~,:::~ .......... ?~':~.~ '-. '~ ! 
reached "the end of the earth", teenagers, daughter Cheyenne . .:..i:~;:~:~v ::: : i. i:i::i~/.: ~. 
She was here only two weeks 18 and son Wade 13. "Parents ~ ""~::~:' 
~iiiili ,
visiting her husband, a boiler- have unrealistic expectations for ~ .~! :L:!~:~i~i~iiii:i~:ii!:iiii 
maker,  working on the construc- their own kids and this kind of ~:~i, 
t ionofEurocan Pulp and Paper. work puts it a l l  in to  ~./~:~.~ 
They moved back to Kitimat..perspective." ' :  ~.~ i i 
from Vancouver (her home ~ :::~ ! town) in 1981 during Ocelot's She also feels very fortunate il ~ ,. .~ . . . i : . . . : .~~~ ! construction d,,y~,. Because she that her kids got to grow up in .,~ .............................. ~o~ i ~ 
wasn't working and hadn't met Terrace, especially when she sees ~ ............ ' ~ ............................ ... ....  ~ Y : . ,  
• ' ~ . . . . . .  "~ • i !i~ ..i!. ~ ~ ~ many people, Margaret found other youngsters in Vancouver . ~.~ ... j~  .... . 
tliat to be the worst year of her in the pubs and nightclubs at age 
• ! ..i!i: • i ~:.:::~.i~,~C ~ . .~:" life. 12. Her children have learned to ' ~ 
ski, which would have been too ~ ~ .~ 
i : • . f  
by Betty Rarton expensive to do  down south. ~ /"' - -  
Margarets not very athletic, but ~ i ! i~  ~ " : /  :: ..... When they moved to Terrace ~ ~ ~ .~. ,: .": ~-: ,-,., 
in 1982, she decided that she's tried sk i ing at Kit- / . .  . :/. : 
' .~i~:~~*~.~i i /  • . :~ .L~. :~.* :~:~: .~ - '~ / ' "  ! " ' . : i  : ' .  " ' volunteer work would ease her sumkalum, too. : ',~:,:~ ¢~:~.~:~<:  - 
integration into the community She's been able to buy a .,~;:, ~ :::~ " : . ~ 
• house, a modest one which she .. : 
and make her feel useful. Her . . . :  f f~ l . .  ~ " . . . . .  7" : 
very first job was as a noon-hour says the real estate people called ~!  :~:~::::,~!~:i~:~::::::~::i~i:i:~: ~ .!( " " :": 
supervisor at skeena..Junior the."Handiman special". She i ~ i  ~ ' : / " : . /  " 
Secondary School. Then, she calls it "a reclamation project," ~ / 
volunteered at K'san Transition but it's h o m e . . .  | 
House for a year. Annalee Davis " " - 
(now ofDonDiego'sRestaurant Margaret went to private 
fame) was the Director then. school at St. Anne's in New ' . ~.. 
After her previous volunteer Westminster. She is the eldest in ~ ,i L).I L~! , . :!!:i~ ~i 
work . in Vancouver, her ex- her family with two brothers and .~ ~ ~ . ~ i -- ' 
sonal experience of growing up was pretty rigid and traditional. } 
with an abusive, alcoholic So, she learned to cook and ~: ! i ~ i : ~ ~  ~ ~ . 
father, Margaret decided .to take clean and keep her mouth shut. 
the Human Service Worker She enjoys Terrace because Margaret Kennedy, full-time youthworkerat  the alternate school  l .akelse High, moonl ights 
(HSW) course at Northwest there's a niche for everyone, as waitress.corn-maitre d' at Don Diego's Restaurant. 
Community College. She plann- Whatever your views or beliefs, ...:: . ~-:, 
ed to become a counsellor at a you can express then here. Bill .::. :~ 
transition house. She had no in- Homberg's .letters are the ~ ' " 
clination to work with teenagers, highlight of Margaret's perusal I " ' t ____  B A - - ,~  I" 
but, during her two year HSW of the local newspapers, i=~g=~[ ' l . i  UH ! course, she did practicums at When asked why she's stayed . I II~,,/~ I 
Terrace Probation. Becausethe at Lakelse High for four years, d i s t r i c t  
Young Offenders Act had just Margaret Kennedy points to the 
been passed, many of her clients students and replies, "It 's these 
were teenagers. She found that guys, I really like them. Dayto  ~,d~| tk~~r '~s  
she really liked them and felt a day, it's sometimes hard, but it's SO '  
great Sense of satzsfactmn i be- rewarding to see the changes and 
ing able to relate to them. growth in each of them as time '|  K s a n  
By then a single parent,  passes. It's a nice atmosphere 
Margaret juggled a part-time job here, too. You have to like ~| l fa : - !  g e  
at Annalee's and Dick's new heavy metal music, but everyone .  Vlll " " . . . .  A~r". ~'~M!y Z0 • . objecfiveorjust en joymen .~' - - - "  .... " ... ........ restaurant Don Diego's, while works well together. Lots Of the . . . . .  Yo~could establish a study group, wl~ serious 
attending NWCC and working kids will drop by the house to • ' ' ' GEMIN I  Something of the old. established way of life 
at tile Probition Office. visit, That makes me feel that We. . . . . . . . .  . . Mty21Ja.ez0 • i~m~ton~keroomfo~thenew.Powed~~ 
Margaret stillworkspart-time rea l ly  are accompl i sh ing  . .. , , . ,  ', ' .~ takep lace .  . . , 
at Don'Diego's (five years later), something together," , " ' The ' Regiomd',. 'DB~rict ~ Of • • CANCF-~ . Throw.offmyfeeilngs0flondinessordepmskm. 
but her true love is her job as Kitim~tt'StikJn,e:- has  voted tO " JuneZl-,lulyl2 .i~ .Concentrate onputting out positive vlbraflom, 
• , ' • You ' i lget  pos i t i ve  feedback .  
Youth Worker at Lakelse High. , ~support a $100,000 GO'B.C~ up- LEO It's agoodtim¢ toenmine techniques and pro- 
Lakeise High is the alternate p l i ca t ion  aibmi!ted receritiy by ~uly~.Aug.~Z cedures on the work front. Look for a bett¢r waY 
school run by Terrace & District G i f t  w r a p  the'KsanAsso¢,ation, thesocie- ' ofdoln, thln.. 
Community Services. It exists " ty that  operates the .'Ksan YIRC, O Social gatherings bringmuch enjoyment. Feel 
fo r l4  17 year olds who don't donatio historical and culturalcenter in Au~.2a~pt.~z free to expre, yoursetr--tttroush actions a, 
" . , . we l laswordsanddeeds .  . ' ' ' 
fit into the regular school r ]  Hazelton.  In a le t ter  tO . LIBRA ' Concentrate your ener#es on rite tssks that really 
. . .= .  ,or any n m o, o, f rom Co  op  economic development officer . sept.z~.oct.zz must bedone, L,vingalotofloosemdacenl~ 
reasons. - Andy Webber, 'Ksan Associa- ' . . . adgainontheenergles. ' 
Lakelse High mixes social, tion presidentVal Napoleon ex- - ~ . SCORPIO Seizeany opportunity hat comes your way to 
vocational and academic train- to  C D-O plains that. 'Ksan .Village has  Oet.~l-Nov.H' change circumstancesthat bare been slowing . . . . . .  " .., ' you down. Move forward. . . :. 
ing all in the same pot. Every deteriorated, over the past  '.  8AcnTARIU8 Letgo0foldpatternsofbehavibrthatsirehold~ 
student takes English,. math, .. . , . decade. and  they. hw)¢ put . Nov.Z2-1g~.H.-- Ing you back. Positivecreativecha~esamwait- 
social studies and science at . together a $300,000, 20th An- . .ingforexpression. 
Lakelse High, but each subject is niversary enhancement project CAPRICORN Whatyou accomplish atthis time,with the Sun , 
personalized for the individual The Terrace Child Develop- to bring the village up to world Dee. l/Alan. 19 In your sign of Capricorn, will have lasting slg-.' ni fleance through the year. 
student. In  addition to the ment Centre was presented with class tourism status. ' • AQUARIUS Atuddmmlmaefrmntmmteliraiflagd~ 
academic and v6cational train- a gift of $1,044 and change Fri- Accord ing to Napoleon, Ian.~0-Fd~.18 erwayoflifeleavesyouwithifoellngofrelkf 
ing,provided them, the students day, the proceeds from Keenley-..-.,Ksan Village attracts morethan ==enddimey. ' :  
• have 'to be at the sch0ol long  side Insurance's gift wrapping. 20,000 Canadian and interna- ' ]PISCES Teem" effort'is effective when evetTbne'on'the 
enough' to  ~kork out the group service in the Terrace Co-op tional..visitors'everyyear andthis • Feb.19-Mur.Z~ ' team isrecoznlzed asa contflbutor. Ccoperate 
dynamics and develop their in- shopping center over the holt- :,benefits every communityin.the . wlthothet$. 
terpersonal skills. Margaret calls days. '. noi'thwesLShe explaim that the ' 
it ',a pretty safe place" to ex- Co-op representative'. Wayne . non-profit society elected &new • 
periment with those new skills. Jones said this is the second for. '.board of. directors in  1986, and. • 
The staff .encourage their the gift-wrapping project, with while they Were.. Successful .in l 
endeavours and Margaret tries the first, netting $374, also given bringing. 'Ksan o tg0 f  a down- 
to phone the parents monthly to .to, the 'CDC. Jones noted that swing that. began, in the,,:.eatly 
give a verbal report on each of geen!eys ide  suppl ied ihe  gO,s, theywere still only able.tq, 
' ",  matermls and volunteer labor reinvestin.nun0rcap!.ta!, repai/s, 
the students. She says it s good for the gift. wrapping, service,.' But )!i0'W, (she.. mys,',tt'S 'tMte~t0, "i
-for. the parents .to ~ hear about 
their: t~"n su¢~ses,.i,,ho.w~,er which was provided on a dona, : talr~:il;:i~ :/:the i;,r~ot:L: eaptta!, 
'lion basis to Co-op shopi~rs. : i i • r~vat |m: requdr~[ Ig : '~  ,. " '  
